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u.s. out of Iraq
BQiseans protest possibliity of
military lives being traded for oil
By T.J. Farley ,
. The University News
A group of about 50 people gath-
ered on the steps of the Capitol on
Friday, Nov. 30, to express their
opposition to the presence of the
American Military in the Persian
Gulf. Members of the Snake River
Alliance, which has 1,100 members
statewide, also participated in the
hourlong vigil. .
After unveiling a peace quilt, the
group called for a non-military solu-
tion to the crisis in the gulf and
expressed concern for the lives of
both "soldiers and people" who are
involved in the crisis.
Kerry Cooke, a member of the
Snake River Alliance, spoke at the
gathering.Cookstatedthm'~lotof
people feel paraIyzedand powerless,
that we are on the brink of war;
this vigil is a way for us to express
how we feel."
Ar~g that the economic sane-
tionsandg~obaI political measures
initiated prior to the escalation of
military forces in the gulf "are
more than sufficient" to resolve
the problem, Cooke added, "the
greatest thing that we can do to
support the troops is to make sure
that they don't die there.
"We have a constiution that tells
how we go to war," Cooke went
on to say "and the President is
trying to circumnavigate that pro-
cess. The process is more impor-
tant than the person."
She said the American military
involved in the crisis had to write
out their last wills and testaments
, before leaving for the gulf. "Has
see OIL, page 20
Holiday blues: coping for students and teachers
By Jody Howard
The University News
"Well, Beaver, tlUsmay be hard
for you to believe, but life isn't
exactly like it is on television." -
Ward Cleaver, Leave It ToBeaver
Both students and faculty face
the double whammy of depres-
sion with the post-semester let-
down and the stressful Christmas
season looming ahead. But
awareness. planning, lowering
expectations and developing a
strategy for handling stress can go
a long way toward alleviating the
doldrums, according to BSU
Nursing AssistantProfessors Kate
Callaghan, Pat MacDonald and
Joanne Springer.
"Students finish the semester and
say , 'Yea, I'm donel So why do I
feel so rotten?'" said Callaghan.
"We don't understand the very
high level of tension and anxiety .
we're functioning at," added
Springer; "when .the pressure's
gone, there's going to be a let-
down." .
The pressure of deadlines and finals
make for a lopsided lifestyle, exac-
erbated by lack of sleep, nutrition and
recreation. "We all feel like the guy
walking around crooked because he
didn't have a V-8," says Callaghan.
The after-semester slump can also
be traced to the change in schedule,
which results in feeling lost, said
MacDonald.
Students' high expectations of
themselves, when it comes to grades,
add to the gloom, especially if their
self-worth is attached to them. "They
seem to think,'ifl don't make an 'A',
I'm not a good person'," Springer
said.
High expectations also play a major
role in the holiday blues, especially if
you buy into the "Norman Rockwell
Image in cards, newspapers, etc., that
it's going to be a wonderful time,"
said MacDonald. It's also a time for
unpleasant childhood memories,
loneliness and disappointment
"I call it the Father Knows Best
syndrome," said Callaghan. "Every-
one thinks they're going to get along
like the Brady Buncb,"when in ac-
tuality the inCreased interaction with
family members can bea time of
intense conflict and stress,
Add to that some biological fac-
tors such as poor nutrition, high-
sugar, high-fat, high-alcohol diets,
disruptions in sleep patterns and
weight gain. Altogether they rep-
resent a recipe for some real blahs.
Spending too much money
doesn't help. "My after-Christmas
blues increased the few years I
overspent," said Callaghan, "I've
really regretted it."
"Even though Christmas is a time
of hope-for those who are reli-
gious you celebrate the birth of
Jesus- it'S also a time of loss,"
says Springer, "it marks the pass-
ing of another year, perhaps with
goals not achieved, getting older,
and soon."
Fornurturers in a family ,usually
the mother, the responsibility for
providingahappy holiday forother
family members can be over-
whelming. After the presents are
opened, a tremendous feeling of
"Now what?" is closely followed
by "I shouldn't be feeling like
this,"saidSfringer. Guiltforhav-
ing "wrong feelings compounds
the problem.
The holidays aIso represent a high-
risk time for anyone recovering from
substance abuse, Springer says,
whether they drink to celebrate or to
numb their pain.
Alcohol abuse can put people in a
position where they are susceptible
to depression, said Springer, and
warns that some over-the-counter
drugs like antihistamines, when
combined with alcohol can trigger a
depression.
"The sad statistics show that de-
pression, domestic violence and
suicide increase during the holiday
season," according to BSU Coun-
seling and Testing Center's Direc-
torJamesA. Nicholson .. Nicholson
is available for help at 385-1601. .. '
The time crunch continues for
faculty when thesemesterends, with
.afrenzyofgradingdeadlines. ''Then
we rush out and try to shop and mail
likeeveryonee1se," said Callaghan.
A key to coping with after-semes-
ter blues is to develop a healthy
balance in life right now, in which
family, work, school and recreatlon
all have a part.
see Blues, page 20
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Leadership Quest '91
nominations needed
Departments and student orga-
nizations are invited to nominate
two outstanding students to par-
ticipate in Leadership Quest 1991.
Leadership Quest is a day-long
leadership development and rec-
ognition program which will be
held Friday, Feb. 22,1991.
This program will be offered 10
a select numberof student leaders.
Please nominate two individuals:
(1) an established leader in your
department; and (2) a promising
future leader. Nominations should
be received by the Student Activi-
ties Office by Tuesday, Dec. 18.
For more information contact
Maureen Sigler, Assist Dir. of
Student Activities, 1603 Univer-
sity Dr., phone 385-1223.
BSU Foundation raises 25
million for 1989-90
The Boise State University
Foundation's fund-raising efforts
resulted in a successful 1989-90
fiscal year, according to Robert
Fritsch, foundation executive di-
rector,
The foundation raised $2.5 mil-
lion in private contributions from
3,402 donors. During the past five
years, the number of donors to the
foundation bas doubled. Total as-
sets for the BSU Foundation are
now $11.1 million.
"We are extremely pleased and
grateful for the OUlStandingsupport
provided by BSUs alumni, friends,
corporations, businesses and foun-
dations," Fritsch said. "These
generous donors form an active
partnership with the university in
providing a quality education for
The University News
the state's largest student body."
The Boise State University
Foundation'sPhonathon '90 reached
its $100,000 goal according to Kim
Philipps, BSU assistant director for
developmenL
For information, Philipps can be
reached at 385-3276.
National environmental
teleconfrence continues to
air at BSU
"Man, Energy and the Environ-
ment," an l l-part national
videoconference focusing on en-
ergy issues, continues through May
atBoiseState University'sSimplot-
Micron Instructional Technology
Center, room 210.
The fmal one for this semester: is
Dec. 3 "New Power for a New
Century: ThePotentiaI Alternative
Sources of Energy"
For more information, call
BSU's Office of Continuing Edu-
cation at 385-1689.
Museum hosts brown bag
program on Boise
Churches
"Churches of Boise in the Past
100 Years" will be presented in a
combination of slides, narration and
music at the Brown Bag Program
on Tuesday, Dec. 4, 12 p.m. at the
Idaho Historical Museum.
Sponsored by the Friends of the
Historical Musuem, Brown Bag
Programs are free and open to the
public. Coffee and tea are available
and individuals are encouraged 10
bring theirown lunches. Forfurther
informaoon,caUthemuseum-334-
2120....~.~.~.t-
"First Ladies of Idaho"
book
The new "First Ladies of Idaho"
book, a lasting legacy project for
Idaho's Centennial, is for sale at
$4.95 (plus tax) at the Historical
Museum. Copies may be ordered
from the Museum Gift Shop,610
N. Julia Davis Drive, Boise, 10.
83702,at$6.20($4.95 plus .25 tax,
plus $1.00 shipping). For further
information, call 345-9858.
FINALS RUBBING
YOU THE WRONG
. WAY?
Smooth out those tensions
with a full body massage at
IN TOUCH
DECEMBER SPECIAL:
BSU Faculty and Students
400k off
(regualrly $25 per hour)
GIVE A GIFT OF TOUCH
THIS CHRISTMAS
GIFT CERTIFICATES
200A»OFF
REG. BSU DISCOUNT
20% OFF
Call for appt.
Marti Denton RN,
Massage Theaplst
IN TOUCH
417 S.13TH SUITE 200
342-5654
Prof's Willis and Martin to give slideshow/talk on
travels in Central Africa ,-
"Traveling with the Peace Corps in Central Africa" will be the topic of
a free lecture by Boise State English professors Lonnie Willis and Carol
Martin at 12: 15 p.m. Dec. 5 in the Student Union BuildingLookout~oom.
The program is sponsored by BSU's Coll~ge of ~ and SClen~es
International Perspectives Series. For more mformauon, call English
professor Jan Widmayer at 385-1233.
Quill Consort performs
Boise State University's Quill
Consort, a duo that specializes in
the tales, dances, and troubadour
music of the medieval era, will per-
form selections from the 12th and
13th centuries at7:30 p.m. Dec. 7 in
the Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Quill Consort members are BSU
professors Joseph Baldassarre
(music) and Dr. Linda Marie Zaerr
(English), who use genuine repro-
ductions of medieval European
instruments and authentic costumes
in their performances.
'Tis the season ...·
Letters from Santa
YWCA and Santa's Helpers sponsor "Letter From Santa" Fundraiser. Brighten a child's Christmas with a
personalized letter from Santa! Proceeds benefit the Women's and Children's Crisis Center at the YWCA. For
$2, your child, cousin or special friend will receive a postmarked cheerful greeting from the North Pole. Please
mail in forms byDec, 15 10guarantee a north pole postmark. Forms can be picked up at the following locations:
YWCA
Eimers/Capital
Thriftway Lumber
Bob's Bikes
Eagle Foodtown
K-Mart/ Fairview Blockbuster Video
Plush Pippin/State Albertson's
Bon Marche/Downtown
Toys for Tots Festival of the Christmas Sky
The seventh annual Toys for Tots Festival of the Christmas Sky will be held in Boise on Saturday, Dec. 8, from
6 to 7 p.m, atParkcenter Pond. This event is free to the public and is presented in conjunction with the U.S. Marine
Corps Reserve as their major Toys for Tots collection event Each family member is asked to bring a new
unwrapped toy as admission 10 this celebration of fireworks andcandlelight caroling. .
,?
~
Boise State historian Charles Odahl, an expert in the area of church history and classical languages, has
conducted extensive research into the ancient orgins of the celebration of Christmas.
The office of News Services has a three-page paper written by Odahl that briefly describes how some of our
traditions began. His insight includes the reasons we celebrate Christmas and the ori~ins of Santa Claus and
holiday decorations. For a copy of Odahl's essay, call 385-1643. To speak to Odahl directly, call 385-3220.
Origins of Christmas
The poor at Christmas
Unfortunately, Christmas isn't a festive time for all of us. An alarmingly large number of Ada County residents
live in poverty and cannot afford even the most basic of gifts or holiday fare.
Arnold Panitch, a BSU social work professor and commissioner for the Boise City/Ada County Housing
Authority, has spent many years assisting those less fortunate. He can describe what it is like to be poor during
the holidays and suggest what we can do to help make Christmas a little better for those less fortunate.
Panitch can be reached at 385-1789.•••••••••••••••••••• Give the Gift of Life •
• This Christmas give the gift of life to a friend, relative of •
• significant other's pet. Contact your local veterinarian about •
• gift, certificates, or credits towards a special pet's spay, •
• neuter and vaccination. It's the perfect gift for the person who.
• has everything including a pet they dearly love. This Christmas.
• give the' gift of life to those who Christmas often forgets. •
• This message is supported by veterinarians and humane societies ~ •
• nationwide and 13SU'sVoice for Animais. [r)} •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~----------------------------~I .,.------~I ATIENTION1"-
STAMP
COLLECTORS
New TfJ Boise
IDaJdl·~
FOR
1 10· Cheese Pizza•••$4.99
Second One FREEl
WIth Cheese Only $4.99
Cheese and 1 ToppIng each $5.98
Cheese and 2 Toppings each $6.97
;.Cheese and 3 Toppings each $7.96
• ;:.:9h.eeseand4TopplngS each $8.95
•• iI)~lIIM-=:':;:=arrr.. --......
~-~~~~~~~~~,_·~ __ ~,~~ ~i'!:.!!,_~_,J,---------'
.. ' _. . ... , -_ .. '.-e;.:',_,"-'" ,
The Univenity News
By Cherene Myers
The University News
With the traditional holiday fes-
tivities comes an increase in drug
and alcohol use resulting in more
DUI's, robberies and holiday acci-
dents according to Idaho State Police
Lieutenant Duane Sammons.
The number of DUI arrests in
November and December ofl989
rose significantly, increasing by 45
to 50 arrests from the previous
months, said Sammons. The in-
crease is due to the fact that "most
people don't recognize the fact that
they can't drive," he said. Alcohol
use impairs judgment and as a result
of excessive consumption, users are
notable to admit that they shouldn't
drive.
First-time DUI offenders face
up to six months in jail, a $1,000
fme and a 180-day driver's license
suspension, said Deputy Prosecut-
ing Attorney Mike Reardon.
Penalties for marijuana possession
fluctuate according to amounts, but
cocaine possession results in a
felony charge; offenders face up to
three years in jail.
To prevent a possible accident
or DUI, party goersshould find a
designated driveroralternate means
of transportation if they plan to
drink, according to Dr. Sara
LaRiviere, directorofBSU's inter-
disciplinary masters program on
alcohol and drugs. "It should be a
partotholidayplanning.t'Lakiviere
said.
LaRiviere also recommends
"asking yourself why you want to
go to the party. Ifthe reason is toget
drunk then you need to take respon-
sibility for your behavior." She
suggests following a rule while par-
tying: "If I'm gonna drink, I'm not
gonna drive,"
Excessive drinking or drug use
could indicate a problem. Accord-
ing to Saint Alphonsus Addiction
Recovery Center Coordinator Dave
Josephson, people often drink or
use drugs due to "holiday blues."
He suggests using extreme caution
when partying over the holidays
because there is more of a "social
tolerance to drinking during the
holidays. It is the worst situation
for problem drinkers and users."
Some indications of problems
with drugs or alcohol are:
1. Parents or close friends com-
plain or worry about usage.
2. Blackouts (entire night or only a
portion of it) from day before. .
3. User has lost friends due to
drinking or drug use.
4. User experiences guilt over
drinking or drug use.
5. User has been arrested due to
use.
6. Family history of addiction.
Josephson added that only some of
these symptoms need to be present
in order to indicate a problem.
The best advice he would give to
someone who is attending a party is
"don't let a friend drive drunk."
LaRiviere also recommends hold-
ing your own glass to control the
amount of alcohol you consume
and asking "what's in the punch,"
in order to be aware of what you are
drinking.
LaRiviere believes drinking in-
creases over the holidays partly
because of the festive environment
and the fact that excessive indul-
gence of food and alcohol is seen as
a traditional part of the season. "You
can nevertakea vacation from good
judgment," she says.
LaRiviere is the founder of an
on-campus group called Life Group
Holidays bring increase in parties and penalties
University News needs money to continue legend
After a record breaking· donations and advertising us ~t th~ UNE~S, 1~3 1/2
semester, the UNEWS sales. The UNEW~ is Umversd~ Drive, BOise ID
wantsto publish twice a asking businesses interes- 83702. ~lthout the .
week and update its ted in helping the UNEWS generosity of local businesses
production systems. This to achieve its next impos- the legend at the ~WS
change cannot occur with- sible goal to please ~hone would not be able to hve on.
out a"largeincrease in us at 345-8204,or wnte to ----------
University News hits
"impossible goal" after
record smashing fall
Highest ad totals ever dazzle the editors. The largest
number of work study students ever hired impresses the
administration. The best in electronic publishing tech-
nology WOWS communication dept. The largest issues
in history make publisher ecstatic.
Best press in town
. The UNEWS scoops the
Statesman weekly! The
UNEWS gets press from
local papers and television
stations. The UNEWS gets
the internationally
publicized "Warthen gun
bill" story first and scoops
CNN, Goodmorning America
and Australian mega media
corporations. The UNEWS
breaks the "No-Mo's" story
atBSUbefore it goes
statewide •
The best staff ever
More Associate Editors than
you can count on one hand!
The ads are more
effective than ever
Mario's gives away
hundreds of pieces of pizza
after placing just ONE ad!
More controversial
than ever
Over FIVE lawsuits
threatened in only one
semester.
thatmeetson Wednesday afternoons
from 12:30 to 1:30 in the physical
education majors' room in the
Well ness Center. The group is for
individuals who would like to live
in a chemically free environment,
although members do not have to be
recovering addicts. The
emphasis is on life without drugs or
alcohol and is a type of support
group, explained LaRiviere. She
believes it is becoming more fash-
ionable not to drink and encourages
holiday party goers to feel free to
not drink, but to exercise caution
and responsibility if they do.
Drug and alcohol related crimes
increase during this time of year,
according to Sammons, due to .
money concerns and holiday de-
pression. Robberies, he added,
increase dramatically and are pri-
marily connected to substance
abuse.
Sammons agrees with LaRiviere
and Josephson that the trend should
be toward responsibility. When
attending a holiday function it is
paramount to have another form of
transportation to prevent accidents
or arrests. Herecommendsadesig-
nated driver to all celebrants. Many
1t \(
l& This Spring YOU too Can Become Part l&l& of the eOWT1WU1WC\.l:C~WO at the l&
~ ThsUniversifu.H.!JD1S, ·ff1!:P'" A"~. '$.P
~ We encourage work study students to become part .:ti
~ of our team. We desire original personalities that are if
~ from every avenue of life, especially way left and ~·ttright of center. ti
~ Spring positions available are photographers, lots r
ti of openings for advertising sales personnel (we .
~ pay 20% commission, plus incentives), advertising r
~ designers, sports writers (both men's and women's ~tt sports), receptionist and lots more. ~
tt Apply NOW to avoid the rushI Please send tt
. your name, addre~s, brief list o! experien~e or ~
~ resume and special areas of Interest to. The t?1
~ Editors, The University News, 16031/2 University ~
~ Drive, Boise, Idaho, 83725. You will be contacted ti
~ regarding openings. just right for you a~d the times ~tt we will be conductmg personal lnterviews, ~
tt ............. .I£.I£..IE.I£.I£ ..E~
wOIN Us Fo~ THE ANNUAL I.
FUR 'BRhh ~ ~
SOUNDS
Pl=lOVIDI::D gv:
Ilirt Fisherman
HARD LUCK SHOVEL
Saturday, December 8, 1990
9:00 pm
The ZOO - 12th & Front
ONLY $3.00 Donation - Proceeds to benefit
Idaho Voice for Animals and
BSU Voice for Animals
.·.• ·.v.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. ·.··.· .• ······••······•···· .
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taxi companies offer a free service
during peak holiday times.
Individuals attending parties
shouldn't be afraid to tell their host
when they have had enough to drink.
A simple "no, thank you" is suffi-
cient and could save someone from
an unfortunate holiday mishap.
::.:.-::.:..:..:::--=:.::.:.:.:...::.:.:.-~ "'
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Healing the holidays
Since when did the holidays catch the yuppie version of burn-out
referred to in themedicaI profession asBarr-Epstein Syndrome? Who
is responsible for this malady?' Let's see, could it be, hmm, THE
CAPITALIST PIGS, come baby boomer generation?
First it's created, then it's berated, then absolutely hated. So on
whom do we take it out? The holiday itself is not to blame.
Itis Iibeautiful time of year and wonderfully symbolic of all that is
supposed to be good in humankind. Qualities of giving, caring,
sharing, love, goodwill towards all and peace on Earth are truly
spiritual.
So for this holiday season we give to you the gift of healing. We give
to you pennission tobegiri anew .start your own holiday tradition and
malceitjusl what YQuwlUltit to be. Really.
The University News
-
.. ::': .
HSBSU
Spotlight
by': Todd Hill
ASBSU Executive Assistant
Special to The University News
In a few
days, you'll
beabletopick
up your '90-
'91 student!
faculty phone
directory. As
the Executive
Assistant, it is
one of the projects I oversee for
ASBSU during the course of the
year. '
Here is some information about
the directory you may fmd useful:
First, you should be aware that your
name, address and phone number
will appear in the directory if you
did not check the privacy designa-
tion on you class registration form,
This is the only way to avoid being
listed in future directories.
Something else you might like to
know is the fact that student funds
are not used in the production of the
directory. The yellow pages ad-
vertising solicited from local
business pay for its publication. I
encourage everyone to patronize
your directory advertisers. Without
their support the directory would
not be possible.
This year, inaddition to the student
and faculty phone numbers,we have
also included administrative and
college department phone numbers
tomake this amore useful directory
for everyone.
I'm sure that you will find this
publication to be an indispensable
information sourceoverthecoming
months.
Whip it,beatit, giveitapetname-
it's your campus phone book, use it
in good health.
TAS
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by Dr. Lonnie Willis
Professor of English
The University News
Last week I saw this young
boy being interviewed on TV.
He looked like a mini-New Kid
on the Block and collected base-
ball cards, .owned over 4000
cards, some new.some old and
rare enough to be encased in
plastic. This kid had gone into
his local card-collector shop and
boughtaNolan Ryan rookie card
fortwelvedollars. Now the card
dealer hac; sued the boy for the
return of the card, which is re-
ally worth $1200, mistakenly
read as $12 by the clerk in the
store. The kid's father main-
tains that his son bought the card
"fair and square" and it's his.
The shop's dealer disagrees,
saying that the young card col-
lector knew very well that he
was picking up a deal. Thus, the
shop's lawyer, also interviewed
on TV ,maintains that it is illegal
for anyone to knowingly buy an
item below its real value.
Intrigued by the story, I told a
friend about what the lawyer had
said,and asked what she thought
My friend said, " I wouldn't
trust a lawyer to tell me any-
thing."
Now Ibecame intrigued by my
To the Editor:
An important goal of BSU is
providing academic support ser-
vices to all students who need
them. However, in recognition of
the limited funds available to the
university, the director of the
faculty lab at Simplot Micron
Technology Center (Chris Hurst)
in conjunction with the Dean of
graduate college have developed
a fashionable approach to new
academic support services,
This fashionable approach will
allow Chris Hurst to utilize the
limited funds available to pur-
chase software for the student Lab
in E-417 which can then be
checked out for use by students in
that lab. If the software that is
needed is not in
the lab, see
Chris Hurst in
B-116 about the
possibility of pur-
chasing software
that is needed.
The good
"News" is that it
does notcost you
money and you
will have all the
time you need
"for your
project/the-
sis. For
~~'tfI graduate
Wl.iij'll' students, the
friend's assumption about lawyers
as I had been about the boy and his
lucky Nolan Ryan card. The as-
sumption was clear: you can't get
the truth from a lawyer; Even judg-
ing from our popular culture there is
a common unpopular view of the'
legal profession.
Start with the most-often quoted
line about lawyers, Shakespeare's
"The first thing we do, let's kill all
the lawyers." Then move onto the
recent profusion of anti-lawyer
jokes, say like: What's brown and
black and looks good on a lawyer?
Answer: a Doberman. And recall
Warren Zevon's song
lyrics that linked law-
yers with guns and
money. Somehow, the
modem popular psyche
treats lawyers pretty
much the way the me-
dieval street mind
handled friars.
Why is that so?
To begin to get an answer we have
to think of the way in which the
American public has been losing its
faith in a lot of our national myths.
Remember the myth of "the weaker
sex"? Women couldn't make it on
their own and needed men to pro-
vide them with a sense of success
and well-being? Now women are
CEOing corporations and initiating
avant-garde movements in the liter-
ary, and art worlds and generally
managing their own happiness ma-
chines.
As the domino-effect has begun to
rattle among our sacred cows, it has
also struck the old American myth
of Equality Under the Law. If you
are nearing the age of your middle-
life crisis, you probably can recall
how you once thought not only that
anyone could grow up and be Presi-
dent, but also that if you got hauled
up in court you didn't have to be
rich, white and male to get a lawyer
to keep the judge from whacking
your pee-pee. Well, we now know
the truth about that one.
While it is true that if you are a
really poor
black woman
you may be
able to get
some legal
assistance
from an im-
patient mem-
, berofalegal-
aid society, but it is much more
likely that you willleam that justice
in America results from private
lawyers representing private clients
for a fee. And you can't march to
the tunes of those drummers with-
out some hard money.
Unless, then, you are wealthy,
perhaps white, and possibly male,
you should be in possession of this
fact about the legal profession: 90
percent of lawyers are representing
This Week
"Lawyers"
'directoroftheBSUIibrary ismaking
rooms to accommodate your con-
cerns about checking out profes-
sionaljournals by next spring. The
library has been carefully planned
to accommodate your needs.
I want you to know that Chris
Hurst and Dr. Hollenbaugh are do-
ing everything within their power
to provide you with and academic
program that demands dedication
and excellence, despite obstacles
from some professors who are stuck
in the Bronze Age and refuse to
believe anything which goes for the
students interests.
Simon Akpa
To the Editor:
After reading the Nov. 19 Uni-
versilyNewsarticle written by Casey
Swendig,I felt compelled to defend
Dr. Keiser against the unfair allega-
tions made about his lack of sensi-
tivityas it relates to safety and secu-
rity on the BSU campus.
I am quite sure that Casey Swendig
and Gretchen Warthen are aware
there is a Campus Security Task
Force which was formed by Dr. Asa
Ruyle and approved by Dr. Keiser
in Apr., '90. This Task Force is
composed of administrators, the
ASBSU President and Vice Presi-
dent and a representative from the
Ada County Sheriffs Department.
The objective of the Task Force is
to determine that there is an effec-
Continued on page 6
Letters to the Editor
tive campus security program on
campus to ensure a safe and secure
campus environment for all.
Therefore, it was charged with per-
forming an audit of campus safety
and developing an action plan to
reduce the potential for campus
crime.
Some of the areas the Task Force
was asked to review were residence
hall security, lighting, crime pre-
vention training, emergency phones,
etc. Projects have already been
started on improving campus light-
ing and installing emergency phones
at strategic locations.
As Ms. Swendig stated in her ar-
ticle, "Actions; not words ...." count.
Ms. Swendig, a safe campus is
everone's responsibility. Students
also have a clear responsibility to
assist universities and colleges in
preventing crime.
Therefore, I would like to invite
you and Ms. Warthen to attend the
next Security Task Force meeting
to offer positive suggestions on how
the University can reduce campus
crime.
Gail Maloney
To the Editor:
As the holiday season gets under-
way, some consumers may have fur
coats on their shopping lists. Un-
fortunately, many of these people
remain unaware of , or insensitive
to, the conditions under which fur is
by Dr. Andrew Schoedinger
Associate Professor of Philosophy
The University News
One of the current and favorite
American pastimes is lawyer-
bashing. This is verified by the
plethora of attorney jokes. What is
black and brown and looks good on
an attorney? A Doberman. Why is
there such a wide-spread and nega-
tive attitude toward this ilk? The
quick answer is that they really don 't
care about who is right or wrong.
They don't care if justice is served.
They simply want to screw the sys-
tem for the sakeofa fast buck. How
else can one explain why they rep-
resent the clients they do? While
the short answer admittedly has
some appeal, itreal ly does not serve
the truth. Rather than blame law-
yers <for the travesties recounted in
the news, we ought to look at the
system that gave rise to this species.
(1) Our legal system is heavily
weighted in favor of the individual.
Furthermore, 'it favors the guilty
individual over the victim. It is in
this sense that we only have half a
legal system for it protects the ac-
cused and guilty individual but of-
fers nocompensatory protection for
the victim within the area of crimi-
nal law. Don't blame your lawyer
for that. (2) Concerning the area of
civil law and associated abuses, it
produced.
Fur is seen as a symbol of status.
Not much thought is given, how-
ever, to the story behind these beau-
tiful coats. Annually, over 100
minks, 27 raccoons, 18 foxes, 11
lynx cats, or 3.0opossums to pro-
,duce a single fur coat
Each year in the United States,
more than 17 million animals
are trapped for their fur. For
each one of these animals,
however, two non-target or
"trash" animals, such as
dogs, cats, and birds, are
mutilated by leg hold
trap, which slams
down on the victim's
leg. As the terrified animal
struggles to escape, the trap's jaws
rip further into the flesh. Many
times the animal will chew through
its own leg in an attempt to release
itself, especially in the case of a
mother desperate to return to her
young. The animal will eventually
die from starvation, attacks by other
animals, exhaustion, orextremecold
or heat If the animal is still alive
when the trapper arrives, it will
usually be ki[:d by either repeated
bludgeoning of the head, or "suffo-
cation," whereby the trapper stands
on the animal's vital organs for about
15 minutes-until life leaves the
body.
Some people oppose fur trapping,
butare in favoroffur farms because
seems to me much more reason-
able to point the finger at the
people who hire lawyers than
blame the lawyers themselves
for the outrageous number of
and ridiculous nature of law-
suits. What is really at stake
here is that such people are not
willing to take responsibility for
themselves. It's always some-
one else's fault and they deserve
topay. Thatiswhy, for example,
obstetricians are a dying breed.
They can't afford malpractice
insurance. Why? Because if
anything goes wrong in a deliv-
ery the doctor is sure to be sued
whether he is, in fact, to blame
ornot. People simply don't want
to take the responsibility that
they brought the kid into being
and that some kids die in child-
birth. The public's general pen-
chant for pointing the finger of
responsibility towards others in
conjunction with a sympathetic
legal system as provided fertile
ground for the creation of an
over abundance of lawyers in
these here United States; one for
every 10 cirizens-a phenom-
enon unknown in any other
country in the entire world.
the animals are "raised for that
purpose." On fur farms, wild
animals are imprisoned in small
wire cages which restrict even
normal movement. This unnatu-
ral confinement often leads to
such neurotic behaviors as con-
stant pacing, self-mutilation,
and cannibalism.
Many argue that as long
as people eat meat and
wear leather, then we
ought not to criticize
those who wear fur.
Following this line of
reasoning, then, all
forms of animal use
and abuse is legitimate
simply because it already
occurs in many different areas.
To excuse one injustice by citing
another is faulty logic.
For further information on how
to get involved locally with ani-
mal rights, please call 342-5578.
Stephanie Marlow
Mr. Potato Head,
I am writing this letter in regard
to your (I use the term lightly)
editorial in the "P''U news orNov.
5, along with the accompanying
(again I use the term Iightly)"C8I'-
toon, It seems anyone with a
point of view differing from your
Page 6 December 3, 1990
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The Book Wars ii
by Tamara Sandmeyer
The University News
Wylla Barsness was nominated
for this week's Hot Prof because
her students come away from her
classes overwhelmingly touched
by subjects previously regarded
as theoretical hardcopy. Barsness
teaches by applying psychologi-
cal and sociological doctrine to
students' personal lives. Students
are not only allowed but encour-
aged to participate and share in
human aspects which concern
life in the present stage, or as
they experience it today. Sub-
jects which are considered
"delicate" or which raise the level
of discomfort in the cIassroom
are approached in a sensitive yet
direct way. Barsness does not
shy away from the tough issues,
but is eager to explore the possi-
bilities with her students.
She brings her warmth and en-
ergy into the classroom, and
never lets her students forget that
she, too, is human and very ap-
proachable. She makes learning
challenging and exciting and you
leave her class not only under-
standing \be subject but experi-
encing it When teaching en-
compasses lheemolionaI element
as well as the intellectual you
know you've gotten your time
'Ihis wee/(
o-.Wy{{a
'Barsness
and money's worth. '
Barsness says that it is her aim to
bring the personal element into her
classroom because what is currently
known in the field of psychology
will change by expansion and fur-
ther research. It is a field which is
constantly surpassing itself. Her
aim is to teach skills students can
use for making future decisions and
choices, both personally and pro-
fessionally.
When asked whyshelikes to teach,
she said " it may sound lofty or
arrogant, but I like being able to
affect others lives in a helpful,
positive way and it Is-actually a
very humbling experience."
Barsness also noted the stimulating
classroom discussions and the con-
stant changing experiences. Psy-
chology is a discipline which re-
quires constant updating and new
learning challenges and she is happy
as long as she is learning.
Barsness did her graduate work at
the University of Minnesota Insti-
tute of Child Development. Her
Ph.D. is in developmental (child)
psychology. She and her late hus-
band were both pursuing their doc-
torates simultaneously, and it just
happened \bat \be U. of Minnesota
was \be fustchoice,forbo\bbecause
of the excellent programs offered.
His field was American Studies.
They went back for the graduate
studies while their children were
ages one, five, six and eight. She
was assisted monetarily by a
feIlowship for graduate studies.
Psychology of Aging has re-
cently become a favorite class of
Barsness'. She was a member of
the committee which was instru-
mental in getting an interdisci-
plinary minor in Gerontology in
place at BSU. While special!z-
ing in aging, she is also busy With
revamping the Practice of Psy-
chology class and working on
bringing more writing and criti-
cal thinking approaches into the
different classes. She is also en-
thusiastic about a new course she
will co-teach with] udge Patricia
Young on Child Development
and Family Law. This is only
going to be offered one time and
Barsness is anxious to see it de-
velop.
Her future plans include
teaching one to two more years,
then looking at semi-retirement.
Mediation training interests her
as a career after retirement, par-
ticularly concerning family and
elderly concerns.
Taking a class from Wylla
Barsness is an experience I highly
recommend, including in your
college career. She's ctefmitely
hotl .
Dr. Willis
continued from page 5
10 percent of the people. And the
new has got around, and that is why
we are having the Doberman jokes.
This may be our only substitute
for what citizens used to do with
bad lawyers. Long, long ago in
England they used to "disbar"
lawyers who behaved like wretched
poltroons. They would ceremoni-
ously grab such a barrister by the
scruff of something and physically
lOSShimoverawoodenrailingcaIled
"the bar."
Pro bono publico?
narrow "pea brained" idea is imme-
diately crucified.
Although Sen. Osterloh's opinion
on some issues has differed from
mine, I have found him to be very
up front and honest He lets you
know what he thinks, where he
stands on the issues and I respect
that.
Ontheotherhand,SUME suchas
you hide in dark places, write nasty
letters and draw disgusting little
pictures of people to who you are
definitely inferior.
From reading your "RAG ,"I must
assume you get your information
from listening at key holes.looking
through knot holes, and then mak-
ing the rest up as you go along. If
anyone says it happened, "PRINT
IT" it must be fact
I disagree with censorship of any
kind and I'm a staunch believer in
free speech for everyone. But in
your case a Frontal Lobotomy
would be a vast improvement to .
walking around with your head up
your ass all the time.
. Gary Myers
Senator ASBSU
The University
News
wants to hear from
you!
Express your
opinion
Write
a
letter
to
the
Editor
You can mail the letters di-
rectly to The University News
at 1910 University Drive
Boise, 10, 83725, or hand de~
liver it to our office at 1603
If}. University Drive.
by James Atlas for works by "women, minorities
Special to The University News and persons of color." At Berkeley'
freshmen and sophomores would
have ~ pass a one-semester course
focu~mg on at least three out of five
In the spring of 1987, Professor ethnic groups: Afro-Americans
Allan Bloom, a member of the Latin?s, Asian-Americans, Nativ~
Committee on Social Thought at Amencans, and European-Ameri.
the University of Chicago and the cans.
author of a weIl-regarded transla- In itself, the debate over the cur-
tion of Rousseau's Emile, among riculum has turnedoutto beagood
other scholarly works, published a thing. ~e c~on, or Core of great
book about higher education in books, IS not Immutable; in some
America. Issued-in a first printing ways, the history of literature is the
of five thousand by Simon & history of taste. And minorities
Schuster, The Ciosing rof: have been slighted in the curricu-
the American Mind sold lum as much as in other depart.
over a million copies. Its author, to ments of American life. Itcould be
his utter amazement, found himself argued that the study of one's own
and American celebrity, interviewed literature does promote ethnic self-
by Oprah Winfrey ,profiled in Time, pride. Atthe very least, we ought to
his photograph on the cover of The follow the advice of Gerald Graff, a
New York Times Magazine. For professor of English at Northwest-
once, the life of the mind was a em and a visible commentator on
public issue. the book wars, who urges: Teach
What was it abut this difficult, the Debate. Examine the processes
demanding book that made it such a by which books find their way into
best-seller? Surelyitcouldn'thave the classroom-what makes them
been entitled "The representative of their culture? How
Nietzscheanization of the Left or are the criteria of literary "great-
Vice Versa" and "From Socrates' ness" ultimately determined? .
Apology to Heidegger's What has been lost in this debate
Rektoratsrede.' Bloom's real sub- is a fundamental premise of our
ject was revealed in his incendiary culture: that to be American is to be
subtitle:HowHigherEducaiionHas assimilated, to de~ne ourselv~s by
~:!J~~~:;::~~'?eWM~!:,m,w£<~}mm'~::%NI:;:~~~~~eo~~~~
Sou!sofToday'sStu- At Stanford, W tradition of our Ian-
dents. America's the core list of k guage, our literature,
colleges and univer- classics was i our ideas about the
sities were in trouble, reduced to ii1 social covenant that
Bloom declared; stu- make room for 1 constitutes democ-
dents could no longer racy. "As our land
expect to come away works by m becomes more-di~
from their four years "women, minori- W verse," warnes
on campus with even ties, and per- t Donald Kagan, the
a rudimentary grasp of sons of color." F1 Dean of Yale college,
their own culture and "the danger of sepa-
civilization. "Every ration, segregation by
educational system has amoral goal ethnic group, mutual suspicion and
that it tries to attain and that informs hostility increases." A core cur-
itscurriculum,"wroteBloom. Ours, riculum presupposes agreement: if
it so happened, was bankrupt. The not about what the Great Books are,
permissiveness ushered in by the at the very least that there are Great
1960's had destroyed the old Great Books. The university today is like
Books idea: namely ,that to be edu- the nature-theater of Oklahoma in
cated was to have some acquain- Franz Kafka's novel America,
tance with the classics of Western where "everyone is welcome, ev-
Civilization. Those classics were eryone can be an artist." To distin-
now ideologically suspect; the tra- guish among cultures is to be guilty
dition they represented was an in- of "cultural relativism" - to es-
strurnentofoppression. Indeed, the tablish hierarchies of value. And
idea of tradition was elitist, a liter- that's anti-American.
aryformofwhite(male)supremacy. But is it? The books we read and
To study great works was to suffer teach reflect the way this county
the domination of a colonial power. defines itself as a collective enter-
This kind of thinking had practi- prise. To read English ~d Ameri-
cal consequences. By the late 80s, can literature, the ClaSSICSof our
the curriculum-the courses that Western culture, is to discover the
universities offer-was a campus sources of a national identity. And
free-for-all. "America has no-fault that identity makes itself felt in a
automobile accidents, no-fault di- global way: our foreig~ policy.~san
vorces, and it is moving with the aid expression of our self-Im~g~.. Just
of modem philosophy toward no- as in politics the responSibility for
fault choices," Bloom noted with the fate of freedom in the world has
characteristic acerbity. Course re- developed upon our universities,
quirements were largely a thing of and the two are related as they have
the past. At a vast majority of never been before," writes Bloom
AmericancoIleges and universities, on the last page of his humanities.
a student could graduate without What we read, he's saying-i,rv.;e
having taken a single course in read-will determine Amenca s
Western Civilization. Theideathat fate. That'swhycollegecataIogues
there existed a hierarchy of knowl- should be required reading for any- :
edge,aculturaI tradition make up of one concerned about America's fu- :
those works that had survived the ture .: They say a lot about us. In the \
harsh discriminations of the time- end, we are what we read. I
in Matthew ArnOld'sfamousptuasC !
"the best that has been thought and Distributed by the Collegifltel'fet- ;
said" -was obsolete. Allover the work, a program of the M~dlSOn:
country, colleges and universities Center for Educational AffaIrs .
. ~ere buSy renovating tbeirhurnani-
tiu.esnatdepartments,tossing out tradi- _... ..*() survey courses and replacing
themwith new, more "relevant' of- •
ferings. AlStanford,thecorelistof • ~
classics was reduced tomate room . .. .... . ..• "'SI
Dear Mr. Editor,
I am a fourth grader at Forest Lake
Elem. School. My class is studying
about your state. We would like for
people in your state to send us some
material about your area.
. Will you please print something
10 your newspaper asking your
readers to help us.
Thanlc you very much.
Sincerely,
Ashley Tanner
6801 Brookfield Rei.
.Columbia, S.C. 29206
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Beyond Boise and BSU to Boston
By Kimberly Huitt
The University News
challenge of moving to Boston.
succeeded. and reached my goal.
I am writing litis to encourage you
to extend your studies outside of
Boise. BSU has excellent programs
in other states and other countries.
while you remain partofthe univer-
sity. Willt litis support system in
place. you are able to live and study
in a different place. The learning
which will happen outside of lite
classroom is phenomenal. You will
gain personal insight and a broader
world view. returning to Boise with
new sensitivity and knowledge from
your experience. I hope you will
consider litis opportunity and find
out for yourselves what the rewards
are waiting for you.
Living in another culture is one of a master's in Intercultural Relation! brief and "cold" in my opinion but. times I loved it It took me a lot of
lite best educational experiences International Studies. I wanted to when I go to know individuals.they time. self-reflection. and personal
there is. The opportunity to under- re-focus my career into cross-cul- were as warm of friends as anywhere growth to adjust.
stand how others view lite world turaI counseling and assisting people else. Lifestyles due to lite expense Boston was exciting and chal-
can be found only through living in with lite cultural adaptation process. of the areas were interesting. Most lenging. It was so interesting to
other places. standing inside some- What I didn't expect was to go singles in their 208 and' 308 lived explore lite American history there
one else's shoes. This can happen through a culture shock experience with their parents still. Itwas only and also to become aware of lite
by going abroad or even by living in myself moving from Boise to Bos- possible to afford an apartment if different ethnic groups. The cul-
another location within lite U.S. ton. Ifound differences in styles of there were 3 to 4 singles living tural diversity was wonderful.
Many of us born and raised here in communication. social interactions. together, Also not very many people something I miss here in Boise.
Boise may not realize how much pace of life. and more involving owned their own houses. yards were Then there were things about city.
difference there is in our geographic attitudes. beliefs and values. I was especially rare. Often houses were life that made meappreclate Boise.
cultures, such as lite East Coast and at first quick to think they were sold by the floor and possible 2-4 such as lite problems ofracialten-
South, Even English language uses "wrong." even rude. But I carne to families were buying their floor. sion, Every place is different and
show how we define our world with realize that they were simply dif::· Most people worked two jobs just only with lite experience of living
a little different perspective. This ferent, and what was normal and to survive. On lite positive side, elsewhere can we have something
experience. whether abroad or right to litem was not the same. there were many. many excellent to compare our likes and dislikes
within our own country will en- People talk fast and prefer' to get educational institutions in that area. with. Now I know that I need to live
lighten. enrich and is truly worth- right to lite point in conversations. Everybody and their dog had a somewhere larger than Boise but
while. . .Being friendly to Easterners takes master's degree. There is a great not as big as Boston. I know lite
I have lived all my life in the Boise .. on adifferentdefinition than a "hick" deal of pride in lite city of Boston. a peace of quiet, rural living and lite For more information on
area except for lite last two years-in from lite West If you smile at a city unique among American cities. fun of energetic city life. Hound out being involved in the student
Boston, Mass. i graduated from stranger there, it is very suspicious Iwasconstantlyleamingsomellting about my own comfort zone and exchange program, contact
BSU in 1985 willt a B.A. in Social and personal politeness is not always and having new experiences every needs. Most importantly.lItough. I John Bieter, coordinator ofW~ihej~siiouj;vemGonefominit~Liibe:-
very Quaker StateeMlnit -Lube'oil change includes our Extended Service Program. Just bring your ear back within three months or 3,000 miles, and we'll
check and fill all the vital fluids. At no extra charge. It's the kind of regular maintenance that can keep your car from getting into a major pile up.
We fill your car with Quaker State, one tough motor oil at these locations: .
BOISE 5007 Overland (across from Hillcrest Plaza) 343-8202
8018 Fairview 375-7010
Broadway & Park Center Blvd. 336-8071
36th & State 344-8824
NAMPA 1130 Caldwell (acrossfrom Karcher Mall) 467-7310
'·lIl····.. ··········~ ~~ ~w ..~ .. ;. . :.. ;:
011TOIII._ OtL
CJl990QuakerSloleMlnll.Lllbe,lnc.
Hands
Film Review
.l3YCliff Hall
The University News
One of the most anticipated and,
perhaps, overly-hyped films of the
year,MiseryisdirectorRobReiner's
return to material by horror master
Stephen King. The author's novella
The Body was turned into Stand By
Me by Reiner in 1986; now Reiner's
directed his Misery and both have
been two of only three or four films
made from King works that actually
qualify as admirable efforts. Per-
haps Reiner should have been hired
to direct all of the films made from
King's books.
Misery is a deceptively simple
movie. James Caan is successful
author Paul Sheldon. His books, all
seemingly romance novels with a
main character by the name of
Misery, have been big sellers and
his loyal fans are legion. Now, as a
matter of self-growth hoping to
make a career turn to boost his self-
esteem, he has Written Misery's
Child and killed off his protagonist
in childbirth.
The finalchapter to his Misery
series hits bookstores the same week
that we find Sheldon privately cel-
ebrating the fmishing touches on an
untitled work, the book that will
change his life forever. In a writerly
tradition, he drinks his obligatory
glass of Dom Perignon, lights his
sole cigareue with a wooden match
and before you know it he's leaving
his Silver Springs Lodge room in
Colorado-where, in the past, he
has holed himself up each time to
finish his subsequent novels-tO hit
the snow-covered roads back to New
York City.
Tragically, Sheldon's Mustang
shoots out of control on the icy
road, takesadive,landsupsidedown
in the six-foot drifts and the author
is left stranded-brolc~n legs, lac-
erations and all. From out of n0-
where someone has come to help
him. Soon, Sheldon's car door IS
pried open and his bloody body is
carried away to healing.
And what luckl· His savior is also
his nuinber one ran. Annie W'alkes,
"]don't believe, with all the publicity surrounding the movie,
that it will ruin anything to reveal that Sheldon soon discovers
that Annie's just a little ...um, unbalanced."
a lon~/nUrse living in a farmhouse
in\hecciuntry. She is such abig fan,
in fact, that she's memorized por-
tions of his books, built a book-
shelf-style shrine and even has a pet
pig named ,of course, Misery. She's
a plain woman with a big heart-
especially for Sheldon-and has set
his shauered legs, stitched him up
and given him sedatives to dull the
terrible pain.
Annie is stunned to have her fa-
vorite author recuperating in her
guest room but Sheldon is even
more shocked when he discovers
that she was actually following him.
Howdid she know where he would
be? Sometimes, with information
(trivial and otherwise)-acquired
from magazine interviews, TV talk
shows, possibly even handed out by
the author himself-fans know
more about a celebrity than celebri-
ties know about themselves. Annie
knows so much about her fave-rave
that it's scary.
I don't believe, with all the public-
ity surrounding the movie, that it
will ruin anything to reveal that
Sheldon soon discovers that Annie' s
just a little ...um, unbalanced. Di-
rector Reiner is completely adept at
handling these early moments re-
vealing Annie's depression and
subsequent violence. He prepares
us for her outrageous temper tan-
trums and cruelty with bits of infor-
mation and camera angles convey-
ing her claustrophobic .loneliness
and displaying a world tilted just
enough into madness that the sus-
pense is elevated to an excruciating
level.
As portrayed perfectly by stage
actress Kathy Bates, Annie is an
engrossing character study based in
knowing some of our own weak-
nesses for talented people. Bates
sldllfullyproves Annie'schild-like,
amelified imagination and pain
while simultaneously instilling her
with an adult's willful strength and
pride. Her unusually savvy inter-
pretation of the role gires us a rare
three-dimensional portrait of a sad,
mad girl/woman.
At rust we are fascinated watch-
ing her ooze the kind of maddening
fan-love which only the most des-
perate of people tend to have. Then
we can't help but begin to fear her
wrath-incurred generally by the
most innocent of slights-and hope
to escape her tight-gripped, vicious
behavior.
As the film progresses, Annie be-
comes one of the most menacing
women in filmdom. This is achieved
through the use of face-on confron-
tations with the camera where she
gives us looks that could chill blood
and rabid demonstrations of her in-
tensityanddestruetiveness. Finally,
. because of the exceptional script,
tight directing and Bates' outstand-
ing actin~, we are unable to dismiss
Annie Wilkes as some boogeyman;
~ cartoon psychopath she definitely
is not,
How often have you left a theatre,
y.our skin shaking and bumpy with
tinglescreated by moments of sheer
terror and a suspense so tangible
that you find yourself actually
gasping and grinning? Probablynot
often enough. Butdon'tgettheidea
that this is a complete chamber of
horrors. Misery!s light enough at
times to get you involved with the
characters, you care about them so
that when something frightful hap-
pens to them you jump out of your
seat.
I~ve Misery a high recommen-
dation overall: for technical sldll in
its suspenseful pacing, Reiner's
brilliant direction and the thought-
ful acting by Richard Farnsworth,
James Caan, Frances Sternhagen
and the not-to-be-missed Kathy
Bates.. Her perfoonance is gold,
worth more than the price of admis-
sion.
T
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Twin Peaks:A
Great Show But the
Journey Disappoints
box dictionary and look up "verisi-
militude."
Take a right tum at the stoplight
Ifyou want more Twin Peaks than and Snoqualmie Falls is only five
your TV has to offer, take a look at minutes of "beautiful trees" and
Washington's North Bend and railroad rail away. Big Ed's will be
Snoqualmie Falls. This misty jig- thenextpoint
saw canyon, just 50 miles outside of interest.
Seattle, is the fictional setting for Don't look
the Northwest weirdo show that for Big Ed's
made television history last spring Gas Farm-
as the first valiantly inventive TV there's no
transmission since the The Twilight such thing.
Zone. Althoughthepopulationhere But keep
is more akin to Daisy and the Duke your eyes
Boys than to Audrey and the peeled for
Bookhouse Boys, you can't help Big Ed's
usurp a little of the Lynchian, Family Dln-
haunted irony. As a tourist, you also ing: Exclu-
can't help but feel a liule stupid. sive home to
Driving east TwinPeaks burgers at $2.95,
on 1-90, just Chances are the pie dissuades you
minutes out- from ordering anything with the
side the Cas- words Twin Peaks in it So you drive
cades, exit on through town until you reach the
139 drops HistoricLogPavilion. You exi t your
you onto car to behold a city exhibit more
North Bend's eccentric than the plaster dinosaurs
main drag. of Pee Wee's Texas. Here, set on a
The first lone railcar, under an A-frame
Twin Peaks canopy sitting as big as a house,is
cue is the T _ giant ...\og! .:
Mar Cafe. . Again, in the midst of a David
This is the archetypal dinerin which Lynch muse, you hear the Twin
Audrey Hom danced her snaky Peaks theme--dun dun, dun dun-
promenadeaswellasbeinghome~ in your head. But only to be foiled
Special Agent Cooper's berry p~e again, you tum around t~ see that
and "black asmidnight" coffee. Ius table of academics wheeling by 10a
surprisingly similar to the show's 1970 turquoise Volvo with that
actual set, The McDonalds oran~e damn soundtrack playing on the
tabletops and the horse-shoe ~tt- stereo.
.down counter, complete With Now cold, dlsenchanted and prob-
chrome naEkin holders, brings to ably wet, you get m yo~r car andh f L drive on for the last pm on the
mind She ly's sketc 0 aura man--fhe great Snoqualmie Falls.
Palmer's funeral. ~. II
But upon closer inspection you As far as waterfalls go, you te
notice the autographed posters on yourself "hands down, Snoqual-
the walls. You also notice that the mie'sgot 'embeal"Thisim~res~lve
coffee is cold and the p.ie tastes lik.e display where the S~oqual~leRlver
cascades 268 feet, IS amazmg. The
cheap cherry jelly. And your W31t- misty air fills your lungs a,nd you
ress looks more like the mythical '" h
"chicken salad" bimbo from Five managetoforgetaboutDavldLync
E P· than N rma Jennings and the Great Northern Hotelasy teces 0 N u rof Twin Peaks. looking over the falls. 0 m~ e
Theonly'thingbizarrearoundhe~ how good the show is, you.tlunk,
is the dose of humility you sustain "I've got to keep m touch Withna-
ture." .as you realize you're one among Now with your TWin ,Peaks vcnture
many Twin Peaks dreamers in search d an
of something that just ain't there. sufficiently out of mID .you w h'
bl f der back to the car and notice t e
As you walk out, one at a ta e 0 misty air has been raped by a cloud
turtlenecked intellectuals, speaking of cigarette smoke and the s,howery
in6-syllablemovie-words,mistakes sound of the falls has been mva,ded
you for a waiter and makes an ef- d h sy
feminate, cigarette smoked request by a squall of whining, a,n ISedvoices. Jt'sthatband ofmlsmfonn
for directions to "Big Ed's?" academics and they have one of the
Quickly outside now, as your in- hotel'sbellboyscomered. "So does
terest in the place wanes, you real- Kyle, you know Special Agent Dale
ize you're 10 the shadow of the h
mammoth Mount Si. Shooting Cooper, anyway, stay"here w en
straight up, nearly 7,000 feet, like they're doing a shoot?
this town's own immobile Godzilla Your only satisfaction comes as
the mountain gives the area a silent, you pass the commotion and overf
ominous boom. You begin to see hear the bellboy ask the ga~g 0
what Lynch perhaps saw: Truck- severely-caffeinate~, 1.0quacloUS,
stop Americana at God's feet, and trend-infested, crudites: . .
all that bea tiC II I • ty' "What do you thin~ thiS IS,~
U u)' c ean mlS lW". . r.uckt'ng TWI'n Peaks Disneyland?''11tere's something here," you say, l'
"there's some weird little .
'Bobesque' something ..•• thing (111is piece was written af~era triP
here." Now in your private totheactualTwinPeakssetu~geven
epiphany ,you hear RoadhouseJulie though all interiors are done IDHoi·
Cruise singin~ in the background. . lywood. Dividing his time between
You then realize that siren's wailis a Seattleite fianre, emplOymend~8gt
only the. Twin Peaks soundtraelc The Idaho StaJesman, a pe~ 10
from the stereo of it nasSing car. BSU English de~, a musIC ca·
"Getlhehelloutofhere,"you think, reel' and a love for Twin Peaks
but not before you fetch that glove- - rendered Jeff ... touched?)
By J. M. Faulkner
The UnilJersity News
---_._---_ ..-... .....-._------------_ .. _- _ _ _-_ .._---._----;....-------~_-- " .
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BSU Seniors
Exhibit Art
Works At
Gallery
Art Review
ByLisa Krepcl
The University News
The Boise State senior art show,
currently on display in the Liberal
,
I
~
works portray
women in various
color schemes and
formats. Intuition,
a two-piece water-
color series in
shades of pale
green and yellow,
features women's
faces surrounded
by cowls and
shawlsreminiscent
of nun's garb. Re-
birth, a swirling
deep green and
purple oil work, is
a sea of vibrant
color that conveys
a sense of emerg-
ing identity. A
small female face
seems to be
emerging from the
womblikewarmth.
Although the
movement and
way the scene en-
\ gulfs the woman
I could be frighten-
ing or threatening,\'1 it is instead com-J forting.
This same life-af-
firming feeling is
found in
McGourty's Visita-
tion. This oil, done in
shades of green ranging to aqua,
again portrays a woman in religious
clothing. She is in contact with a
powerful force (read: God), most
likely being readied for or experi-
Arts Building gallery, offers a vari-
ety of interesting and well executed
artwork.
The best of the bunch is Patsy
McGourty's painting display. Her
No Exit and
*
Adaptations
to Make
Stagecoach .".
Theatre· "1f-. Appearence
Theatre Preview
By Jeanette Ross
The University News
See the lesbian from Hell! See the
ultimate game show of life. My
god, it's your life, up there on stage!
Hell and the game of life sound
like an agreeable pairing for Stage-
coach Theater's "Evening of One
Acts opening December 6 at Play-
house 2000. Two veteran Boise ac-
tors make their debut as directors
with No Exit, Jean-Paul Sartre's
classic story of ultimate karma, and
Adaptations, a fast-paced game
show version of the life of a
schlemiel, written by American
comedian/author Elaine May.
Preview stories like this are usu-
ally based upon interviews with di-
rectors and publicity agents, who
are understandably anxious to
present the intended effect of the
performance. The directors of these
two shows graciously allowed me
to watch a performance one week
before opening, so I could judge the
shows for myself. Thanks, guys. I
hope you don't live to regret it.
Stagecoach is true community the-
rehearsal I saw already had a fin-
ished pace. Lots of snapped-out
lines, no dropping the ball.
It doesn't help much to tell you
what it's about; four actors take
multiple roles acting out the entire
life story of ordinary guy Phil
Benson, just as if Phil was on a
game show trying to win the big
prize-whatever that is-by suc-
cessfully adapting to life. David
Priest, who played the wired-up,
yet compassionate Vietnam vet in
Strange Snow, has more than enough
talent for arole like this.TimGarber,
the Gamesmaster, is a BSU student
with several years of theatre experi-
ence already; he has that phoney
game-show-gusto style in his
pocket. . -
Anthony Casper is the kind of
skinny, rubber-faced male who can
turn from fraternity brother to
paterfamilias in a wink, and does.
The female player-of-many-faces
is Megan Day; she does a brittle,
brutal, dead-on version of the up-
per-class, liberal school teacher. If
you want to be in the peace march,
letter your signs neatly, start with
"Please" andend with"ThankYou."
"The directors of these two shows graciously allowed me to
watch a performance one week before opening, so I could
judge the showsfor myself. Thanks, guys.I hope you don't live
to regret it."
atre, and these two plays demon-
strate the highs and lows, opportu-
nities and pitfalls involved. I'll start
with the easiest example, Adapta-
tions. I've watched the director,
Neal Cronce, in several shows
around here. He has a distinctive,
over-the-top style, a big, resonant
voice that often stands incontrast to
less emphatic characters on stage.
Here, he's assembled asmaIlcastof
.actors who have essentially equal
comic skills and big presences. The
Ouch. Did someone just poke me?
The rehearsal for No Exit was as
rough and deep asAdaptations was
finished and superficial. Director
Rebecca L. Shuster became fasci-
nated by the playa year ago; only
Stagecoach Theatre would take the
big chance of allowing her to pro-
duce it. Three characters who well
deserve it find themselves in hell,
but it's not the hell they ex~ted.
Where are the whips, the chams, the
fire? Where is the torturer who will
~,
.19'0
torment them?
Shuster has as-
sembled a mixed cast
which brings some
promising strengths
and inevitable weak-
nesses to a difficult,
talky play. Jerry
Graves is Garcin, the
coward with a good
cover, whowill, by the
end of the play, find
himself entirely ex-
posed. Jeff Lawrence,
a BSU marketing ma-
jor, is the sardonic
Valet. Brenda
Clarkson, a BSU the-
atre major who prefers
musical comedy has
the right fluffy confi-
dence for the role of
Estelle, the social
climber who will sac-
rifice anyone at all to
look good. And damn,
she does look good,
especially to Inez, the
lesbian who can't take
her eyes off Estelle.
Kyme Caine is a stu-
dent at Boise High
School who admires
David Lynch and is
having a terrific time
pawing all over
Estelle.What's hellish
about this situation? It
has to build from the
ordinarytothehorrific.
Will it? Wait and see.
The "Evening ofOne
Acts" runs two week-
ends, Dec. 6,7,8 and
13,14,15atPlayhouse
2000 at 2000
Kootenai. Tickets are
S6generaI,S5 students
and seniors. Phone
342-2000 for reserva-
tions or information.
"The saving grace of Jackson's display is her The Genius
Inspired the Student, a valiant salute to Van Gogh. This
landscape shows genuine talent and is, for some strange
reason, nearly hidden in the corner of Jackson's display
behind a hanging work."
encing the Biblical immaculate
conception. The result of Visitation
is shown in anotherwork,Nativil)'.
This is an impressionistic version
of the ever popular stable scene.
The figures gathered around the
mother are rendered in magentas,
purples and deep blues to beautiful
effect. The overall effect of
McGourty'swork iscomforting and
affirming even to an observer who
is not traditionally religiously ori-
ented (read: non-Christian).
Christelle Leonard's works also
focus on women, although she ex-
presses her message much more
blatantly. One work includes the
words"sexism sux" andshows faces-
vomiting. Three huge oils done in
browns and reds beautifully show
faces of African women. All three
untitled pieces are well done, and
the center painting is particularly
moving.
Janie Williams shows her ad work
in the form of pamphlets for the
Boise Zoo and examples of
children's clothing design ads. Her
work shows a clean and colorful
style well suited to publicizing the
subjects she works with. Williams
also displays a bronze sculpture
titled Ballet Dancer that nicely
shows off her talents.
On the photography side of the
exhibit Roy Lim shows a series of
interesting pieces using varying
color and overlay effects. Best of
the group are from his Series III,
Sheph and Punch, Hazel Nut 1 and
Anatomy Lab.
Paul Exline shows a unique and
gifted eye in his photography ex-
hibit. Multiplicity, Tryptic and
MysteryManall usenatureand street
scenes with glass and mirror to ad-
mirable effect. An absolutely spec-
tacular photo is Early Morni",
Light, which shows pure golden
yellow morning sun filtering
through green leaves.
In the multimedia portion of the
senior show Elizabeth D. Jackson
uses acrylic, tempera and water-
color on cardboard inLady McBeth
Tried to Wash Her Hands of It .This
piece uses newspaper clippings to
convey its message on the evils of
ivory, with simulated blood splat-
teringbonesandcurrency. Theonly
thing worse than the general trite-
ness of this piece is the fact that
'McBeth' is misspelled in the title.
Jackson's inspiration behind her
works, environmentalism, is laud-
able but the works still end up with
the subtlety of being struck with a
sledgehammer and dropped from a
fifth-story window.
The saving grace of Jackson's dis-
play is her The Genius Inspired the
Student, a valiant salute to Van
Gogh. This landscape shows genu-
ine talent and is, for some strange
reason, nearly hidden in the comer
ofJackson'sdisplay behind a hang-
ing work.
Mark Jones' display generally is
about the same level as Jackson's.
His Cat Mask. made of porcelain
on steel, is nice. The best of Jones'
work is his Ramboland Adventure,
a board game where players get to
be Stallone. The roll of the dice can
bring punishment or reward such as
"Shot in Head: No Effect," "Biceps
Blowout: Lose a Tum Looking for
Steroids" and "Chuck and Arnold
Cut Into Market: Lose a Turn."
In total the senior show is well
worth the time to see. Several of the
artists produced moving and enjoy-
able works, and are a credit to the
Boise State art department.
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d tuustrettons by
111YOut~~BERT BARNES
Stop guessing how your next penn will turn our-Whether you $39 95
want sQftwaves or curls, you can be sure with a Sensor Penn. Sensor Perm • .. .
It takes into account your hair type, its condition and the look em ol/d Style II/ell/ded • Lol/g HoII' F.rtm
you want, and computer-eontrols your penn for perfect results.
.~ -~~I~~e~e~::r -10391 Falrvie~ Ave. ~~~ge~E~ZRTIiIRD DIMERSIOR CUT
-1774W. State St. -BoiseTowne uare -Karcher Mall No Appointment Sohns
21 Dealer Instruction Class
30-40 hrs. over 2 week period
NOCHARGEor FEE to take the instruc-
tion class for Boise State students.
Completion can lead to part-time employment
during the school year and full-time
employment summer 91.
Class will be taught .in Boise.
Must be 21 years of ageby May 1, 1991,
Sign upin BSUstudent employment
office, Interviews for prospective
dealers w111beheld onWed. Dec. 5,
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
tudent Emp 1oyment
Office
~~gel~ December3.1990 c
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Whitn~y HO~~~ofb1ackartists,
recordsm~teg debut records,
female slnge~ronehitsandeven
consistentnum She's popular. ~v-
a few o\hers. ""'erheardsome\hmg
erybodyhasel~1 "rrV' her. seen her on lVH , ,
she sln,gsor mous wi\h musIc
nam~ IS odsynonu'~nperfect-maybe
\hat ISpr uc ted
even overly produ fa~' I've never
I've never been ~ her' albumS. 1
purchased one 0 f her songs indi-
have liked a few ~d never consider
viduaUybut wou yfor35minuteS
handing ove{,ci3:: out \he pop hi!5'
or SO of her . As far as 1m
That is unul ~owHouston's new
concerned, ~ss Babv Tonighl-
.album, I'm our cia! hit-will
undoubtedly a r~her first two.
be just as po'p~ arSO This is \he
And deseIVl;U1y .
Whitney album 1w.ouldbUYt..iflbadld en \lsten to 1to. 1wou . ev \he album-
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short on lyncs'flO~fn its simplicity.
practicallYhJlCt~~ver forLife," is s~
Another 1 I stand it.. But It
superb 1can bar~~ HereWhitney
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extolls th~v"f't time and she does It
for an enure 1 e essI'veneverheard
wi\hasensuo~n ihe lyrics are
her give ~lore. em 'ust right and
grea~ she SlO~S~st df what makes
it b~ngs 0d:' ~p-if not limi~d-
Whitney e gstress of our ume.
female pop son
Cliff HalEI ..."inment Editor
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Actors Soon to Wear
Director's Hat
By Susan Wloszczyna. Alsocon- ace actor doesn't mean you are
tributing: Ann Trebbe ©Copyright comfortable calling the shots.
1990, USA Today/Apple College The current bunch of double-hat
Information Network wearers are a different breed from
With Dances WithWolves, Kevin those of yesteryear, auteurs with
Costner waltzes into the big grand visions like Charlie Chaplin
league-actors who direct them- and Orson Welles. The new breed
selves. Instead of how Is, Costner~s is typified by Eastwood, who has
hot-seat debut has earned critical starred in most of the IS films he
applause and substantial box office. has directed, including Play Misty
Not bad for a pretty-boy actor who for Me.Bronco Billy, and, most re-
struggled to bring Wolves, a cently, White Humer.Btack Heart.
sprawling Western epic aboutracial .Critic Roger Eben says Eastwood
injustice against Native Americans, told him he started directing after
to the screen. being tired of sitting arourid movie
But after already establishing sets, waiting for others to make
hirnselfasa box-office draw in Iilms decisions.
such as Bull Durham and Field of Costner's interest in behind-the-
Dreams, he says, "the only Lhing . scenes work apparently showed up
riding on it was the film itself, early in his career, Siskel says. "I
meaning it just had to be a good was talking to. Michael Hill, the
fdm." editor who works on all Ron
. Costner is the latest on a long list Howard's (another actor turned di-
of actors who direct themselves. rector) movies. Hereca1led thateight
Star-directors and their upcoming years ago Costner was an extra
rojects: .ClintEastwood, The wiLhoutanydialogueonNightShift•Oolcle (Dec. 7); Albert Brooks, He said, 'I remember this guy
.. ending Your Life (Feb. 8); Dan looking at my equipment like a kid
.. kroyd, Valkenvania; Barbra in a candy store,"
~isand,ThePrinceorr:ides;Jodie Obviously,Costner'scuriosityhas
. ter,Liltle Man Tate; Mario Van paid off. Will his success spawn
.. bles, New Jack City; Robert even more double threats?
wnsend, The Five Heartbeats; "It may encourage young actors to
ike Lee, Jungle Fever. . study more on the set," says Siskel,
oingagainstthe trend is Sylvester "instead of worrying about where
ta1lone, who backed off from di- to go to dinner that night"
. ting Rocky V after doing the
ther sequels. (John G. Avildsen,
Oscar-winning director of the
riginal, returns) .
While being handed the reins of a
ovie may seem the ultimate perk,
ot all actor-directors are adept at
ling the shots. After bombing
miserably in his acting-directing
debut Wisdom (1986), Emilio
Estevez rnade this summer's equally
disposable Men at Work.
What determines who succeeds?
It comes down to motivation, says
critic Gene Siskel. "If it's done
merely as a career move, for ego
reasons," it's more likely to be a
failure. "But others, like Costner,
do it because they have a story to
teIl, a vision. You don't make a
three-hour Western for commercial
reasons." Just because you are an
waIN Us l="a~ THE
Best Holiday Movie .
Film Review
By Cliff Hall
The University News
John Hughes is one of those film-
makers who has proven himself a
son of Hit-and-Miss operator. His
Sixteen Candles, The Breakfast
Club, National Lampoon's Vaca-
tion/Christmas Vacation were all
wonh seeing in the theater. But his
Planes, Trains and Automobiles,
Prell] in Pink and National
Lampoon's European Vacation
were almost beyond contempt I
didn't even bother to see his Uncle
Buck beyond a home VCR viewing
after witnessing its previews from
hell and reading various reviews for
it. Needless to say, since his films
have grown almost progressively
worse since the first, I was a lillie
leery of his newest project.
Perhaps because Chris (Adventures
in Babysitting) Columbus directed
it, perhaps because I was in a par-
ticularly fine festive mood, perhaps
because I've grown weary of the
usual holiday fare-Christmas films
aimed at a particularly obnoxious,
younger audience-whatever the
reason, I was simply delighted with
Home Alone, the seasonal treat of-
fered up for our enjoyment-with
product tie-ins written allover it-
by producer John Hughes.
He wrote it. He produced it. He
has smudged most of it with his
musky touch but I still don't loathe
it. In fact, I was quite moved by its
moments of genuine, Protestant
mentality-a beautiful sentiment
that only gets threatened with a
horrible outcome three or, maybe,
four times .
John Heard and CatherineO'Hara,
who continually appears to be on
the edge of snapping someone's
head off, play hapless parents
who've combined in-law families
to take a Christmas voyage to Paris.
HARD LUCK SHOUEL
HU~O~ qO"D
Saturday, December 8, 1990 e(\e~\\
9:00 pm OS \0 ~ ~s
The ZOO - 12th & Front \,tOcee ,at ~(\\tt'~
ONLY $3.00 Donation • ,",o\Ce
~t;:AL Pt;:OPLt;: !AJt;:AI=l I="AI.<t;: I="UI=lS
Sun Valley Gear o:K\SY
FAClORYPllOf
-Reflection Is our Business-
Upper level
Boise Towne Square
323-0337
Unfonunately, the families sleep in
late and must make a wild ride to the
airport. In their rush to get every-
thing done they're stricken to dis-
cover, in the air over the Atlantic,
that they've left someone home-
alone.
The circumstances leading to this
oversight are crisply done and the
details arewhat make the rest of the
story hold together. As the little 10-
year-old boy isolated from his
family, Macaulay Culkin is impec-
cable. He is able to express both the
horror of being alone and the ex-
citement and pleasure of having a
big, beautiful house all to himself.
Culkin has one of those cherubic,
Cupid heads which gi ves him power
solely with his looks. This was used
most advantageously as Jacob
Singer's young son in Jacob's
Ladder. Before that he drilled John
Candy in Uncle Buck (Ugh!) about
his nose hair.
Predictably, two robbers soon at-
tempt to burgle his home and poor
Culkin must do everything in his
power to protect it. As the burglars,
Joe Pesci and Daniel Stem, both
quite capable actors, must persevere
through the booby traps, tricks and
assaults of this feisty young terri-
torial genius and the laughs come
fast and furious. There's nothing
like seeing an innocent give the bad
guys their due.
Many moments of Home Alone .'
are, yes, contrived and, especially
towards the very end, outrageously
unbelievable. Ifyou expect all good
films to adhere to a strict, realistic
string of events, then this one is
definitely not for you. This child
protects his home to extremes and
some of those extremes may make
you wonder. But for sheer fun and
the opportunity to get into the
holiday spirit, Home Alone isone to
catch. .
PET _J)f· THE WEEK
This playful Beagle mix is named Frisky.
He is. 8 months old and needs a fenced yard
to run and play in. He is good with children,
• I
very friendly and loves to play catch. I
Frisky can be found in kennel number 32
and his ID number is 13708.
...
"
Frisky and lots of other wonderful pets are available
at the animal shelter.
Hours: M-F 10:00am to 7:00 pm
Sat & Sun 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
For more information, call 342-3508 or visit usl
FINALS
RE LI EF
DECEMBER 12.13.15.16.17.& 18
·CHILP CARE:
'IlDYlDIPAT THI tSU CHIli' CARl ClHTlIl
SAT.DlC.U.1OAM-f'MlIUIpIdt·~
SUM.DlC.1" 1'M-I'M
(UIlIIId .. I!pIdlIc ....... lIpa..... lDlOcNIftII
(RiGISTIlAnON AT S1VPIHT ACTIvmu omcu
• EXTENPED UNiON HOURS:
S1VPIHT UNION OPEN FOil S1VPVIHG
UH11L1A.M. PIC.11.1), DlC. l' .1.
• CRAM SNACKS:
STAIlT1NGAT I:JO'M IN UNION mEET CAn
PI(.12,1J.1. (~IIJCdoII""
• MASSEUSE:
THUIlS. DlC 1J. MOM. PIC 11 FIlOMJ' 7PM
UNION ST.CAFEMlmHG !lOOMS
(CALLJIS-UD FOil A 1Ho\INUTlA'POIHTMlHn
• STRESSSQUASHERS:
'APIIl SHIlIPDlIl FOIl HOTE' U1VDlHT UNION
LOIIYTHUIlS.FIU. MoOH.. ruW
PUNCHING lAGS IN UNION STIlIII' CAn MlmNG
ROOMS.
• CARE PACKAGES:
P1ITlUIUTlP OMTHI QUAD
THUIlS.DlC.U.MoOH.PIC.17 AT11:JOAM~ $088D89
Zalrl i») JJJJJI=r~a::=
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Bronco wrestlers ready to
hit the mats this season..Women ready to rollDaugherty ho~ to lead
second successful year
from Highland, Ohio, 1-0.
Last week the Bronco wrestling
team traveled to Nevada for the Las
Vegas Invitational Tournament.
One of the biggest tournaments of
the season, the Broncos prepared
themselves lO make a statement in
Las Vegas. The trip served as the
first of many road meets for the
Broncos.
The team will be flying the friendly
skies until mid-January when they
return home to host Cal Fullerton
on January 16. The Broncos will
then host Fresno State on January
25 and Cal Poly on January 30 be-
fore they hit the southern heartland
for the Oklahoma State Invitational
February 1-2. February 9 will be
the Broncos' final home meet as
they will host BYU.
The season will come to a close
February 23-24 with Oregon State.
Championships are in March.. 'Em
points. 2.7 rebounds, 2.6 assists and
1.5 steals per game playing as a
, forward last season. She graduated
from Fergus High in Lewiston,
Montana where she was an All-
State player and MVP in the sports
of basketball, volleyball and track.
6' junior forward Teresa Johnson,
number 31, averaged 2.5 points and
2.2 reboundsper game and is from
Flathead High in Kalispell, Mon-
tana. She was an All State player in By Uly Looney
basketball and volleyball. The University News
Number 22, 5'8" junior guard!
forward Janet Soderberg, hails from
Bremerton High in Bremerton,
Washington. She averaged 3.3
points, 1.6 rebounds and 1.5 assists
per game last year. She was league
MVP, USA Today Honorable
Mention and prep Athlete of the
Year in high school.
5'5" sophomore guard Lyndsie
Rico wears number 12 and aver-
aged 3.8 points, 1.3 rebounds and
2.3 assists per game last year. While
attending Toledo High in Wash-
ington she was named County
Athleteofthe Year and league MVP.
April' Cline is a 5'9" sophomore
guard from West Valley High in
Spokane, Washington. She aver-
aged 3.1 points and 1.1 rebounds
per game last year and was All-
Conference and All-Stale in high
school. Her number is 33.
Number 50, junior center Wendy
Myers, is a junior college transfer
from Yakima Valley Community
College in Washington. At6'1" she
will add some much needed height
lO the line-up. Wendy was MVP.
From Vale Union High in Oregon
comes 5'5" freshman guard Angie
Evans. She was the Oregonian's
Player of the Year. She wearsnum-
ber 11.
6'2" freshman center, number 31
Janet Hanson is from Crater High in
Central Point, Oregon. Hanson was
Crater High's Most Valuable Ath-
lete of the Year.
Freshman guard Barb Koenig,
number 45, IS out of Northglenn
High in Colorado. Her many hon-
ors include being named an All-
State, All-Conferenceand Converse
High Sch~l ~ll-American player.
Mead HIgh mSpokane, Washing-
ton was the school of 6' freshman
forward!centerHeatherSower. She
wears number 42. Her honors in-
clude being named to the Honor-
able Mention All-USA Today team,
MVP of the State Championship
team, All-City and MVP.
6' freshman forward Lisa Work-
man, ~umber 82, is from Reynolds
High 10Portland, Oregon. She was
l~ ~thlete of the Year and Lift
Milgazme's Top Five State Player
Award
Marlise Hagerty, number 21, is a
5'8" freshman guard out of Lost
River High In Merrill, Oregon. She
was All-State, All-Conference and
was a memberofanNBCteam that
toured Australia.
Wearing number 40 is Angel By Uly Looney ,
Swanson, a 5'5" freshman guard Th, U Iv< .. 1ft,N
from Park High in Livingston, e n e,OM" ews
Montana. She was an All-State
player in her home state.
Broncos in a narrow 22-18 victory.
Each team won five weight classes.
Boise State winners included Larry
Duran (118), Carl zamora (142),
Tony Evans (150), Nels Nelson
(158), and Tony Vanek (Heavy-
weight).
Records for the Boise State wres-
tlers are as follows:
Larry Duran, 118, freshman from
Albuquerque, NM, 1-0; John
Andrews, 126,junior from Wallace,
Idaho, 0-1; Chris Ward, 134, fresh-
man from Bixby, Oklahoma, 0-1;
Carl Zamora, 142, junior from
Moses Lake, Washington, 1-0; Tony
Evans, 150, sophomore from Me-
ridian,Idaho, 1-0; Nels Nelson, 158,
junior from Dillon, Montana, 1-0;
Jon Watson, 167, junior from Me-
ridian, Idaho, 0-1 ;Mitch Mansfield,
177, senior from Shelly, Idaho, 0-1;
Dean Hastriter, 190, sophomore
from Meridian, Idaho, 0-1; and Tony
Vanek, Heavyweight, sophomore
TEAM PROFILE TEAM PROFILE
By Jim Covillon
The University News
The Boise State Women's basket-
ball season is underway with coach
June Daugherty at the helm. Last
year Daugherty led the women to a
19-12 overall record, the most wins
for BSU since the '74-'75 'season.
Boise State's Wrestling team is
back on the mats and is entering the
1990 season ready to prove them-
selves as rock-ribbed contenders in ,
the Pac-l0 conference.
Previously the Bronco wrestlers
opened their dual season against
Cal State-Bakersfield. Boise State
fell short to Cal State, who finished
second in the Pac-l0 Champion-
ship and 10th in the nation last
season. Cal State slipped past the
'<.
The jearn finished 11-5 in league
play for 3rd place in the Big Sky
Conference.
A brief introduction ofLhe return-
ing players and the newcomers:
Number 35, 5'10" senior forward
Becky Sievers, will be looked upon
to .supply leadership along with
pomts, She averaged 9.5 points and
6.1 rebounds per game last year.
During her three years as a starter at
Buena High in Ventura, California
Sievers' teamwas 75-5. '
5'8" Shelly Wright,ajunior guard,
wears number 24 and averaged 9.2
Defense leads to big win
Broncos h!lld Northern Iowa to 3 in first round of playoffs
Bart Hull and Chris Thomas on the
sidelines for most of the game. Sean
Sanders filled in for the Broncos
a~d contributed six points to BSU's
VICtory.
In the sixty minute defensive
demolition, cornerback Frank
Robinson pulled down three inter"
ceptions; defensive tackle Shawn
And~rson had two, while free safety
Damn Lyle had one interception.
The Broncos collected five quarter-
back sacks. Defensive ends Erik
Helgeson and Todd Gilkey, tackles
Shawn Anderson and Louis Ray all
contributed.
The Broncos' defensive perfor-
mance was, in the words of coach
Skip Hall, "awesome".. EiiI
firstround matchupand the Bronco's
victory put them into the Division
quarterfinals for the first time since
1978.
C?ffensively, both teams were con-
tamed. For the most part offensive
drives for both squads followed a
Ist,2nd, 3rd down-punt format. One
of the Broncos' key offensive plays
came in the third period. Quarter-
back Mike Virden handed off to
senior Winky White on a reverse
play. White darted across the field
stopped, and delivered a pass 00
fellow wide receiver Terry Heffner.
The play put the Broncos inside the
.ten and set up White's touchdown
reception. The endzone caich wid-
ened the Broncos lead to 13-3.
Nagging injuries kept running men
GAME ANALYSIS
Over Thanksgiving weekend the
Broncos dominated the country
boys of Northern Iowa in a 14-3
defensive showdown.
The contest was a Division l·~.A----.....,---:.-EB
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It's December. It's December and
the Broncos are still playing ball.
Football, that is.
The Broncos haven't put on the
pads forl-AA semifinals since
1981, and it has been even longer
since Boise State has entered into
the Division l-AA semi-finals, It
has been a long time coming, and it
has been a hard road traveled.
This season's team has basked in
the glorious light of victory after
sweet victory. They have struggled
through the dark days of defeat, and
they have reemerged as a Big Sky
superpower. All the while skeptics
scoffed the possibility of this team
making good on the season. Much
less scoring two blow-out post-sea-
son wins. From the start the Bron-
cos' goals have been high and so
have been the numbers of doubting
Thomas' in the crowd.
Broncos rollover Middle Tennessee '
BSU will go on to meet Nevada Reno in semifinalsPessles
"It's all a pipe dream. They'll
never make it," they'd say. "Boise
State will never beat so-and-so,"
some would scoff. "They're all a
bunch of ..." .
Weasles. Pessimists. Doubters.
They are the ones who knew the
Broncoswouldshrivle up and blow
away when Montana came to town.
BSU slaughtered the Grizz 41-3.
And when the Wolf Pack visited. .'
'Boiseall you doubting fools hOwled " ,"
about how the Broncos would surely GAME ANALYSIS
be whipped. Hardly. The Broncos
kicked some Wolf Pack ass and sent By Uly Looney
those puppies home with their tails The University News
between their legs.
go exactly according to plan.
George should have been wide open.
Black had the option of passing or
going with the kick "if he smelled a
rat". , "I never even thought about
kicking the ball," admitted Black.
"I saw two guys drop back but I
went with the pass anyway. I felt
bad 'cause I kinda hung him
(George) out to dry a little bit,"
Black said. George gained 19 yards" _
a first down and a headache on the <;
play. ,Virden delivered a 17-yard
pass to Stayner and another to run-
ning back/receiver Sean Sanders.
Virden was incomplete on an
endzonepass but the Broncos gained
five yards on a defensive holding
call. Sanders broke the 13 point tie
on a touchdown run. Black was
good for the point after and the
Broncos brought in a quarterfinals
win 20-13.
The Broncos will travel to Reno on
December 8to battle the Wolf Pack
of Nevada in a division semi-finals
contest The Broncos slaughtered
the Pack 30-14 in 'a regular season
home game. A Boise State win
would put the Broncos on a plane to
Statesboro, Georgia and the fmal
roundoftheDivisionl-AANational
Championships.
the Broncos were up 10-3.
3rd quarter: The Raiders quickly
responded with a 37 yard field goal.
The points weren't enough to put
Tennessee on top and with 13 min-
utes to go the Broncos still led 10-6.
Late.rinthequarteritseemedMTSU
got the break they needed when
defensive end Greg Pollard recov-
eredaBoiseStatefumble. Tennesse
failed to take advantage of the op-
portunity,and the Broncos took over
shortly. With just over three min-
utes remaining in the quarter, the
Blue Raiders took the lead on a five
yard touchdown run by Campbell.
Tennessee was on top 13-10. The
Raiders would not score again for
the remainder of the game. At the
end of the quarter Black tied it up
for the Broncos on a 42 yard field
goal. The score was even at 13.
4th quarter: The final fifteen min-
utes belonged to the Broncos. Boise
State started its last scoring drive at
their own l l-yard line. With as
many minutes to go Black prepared
to punt to Middle Tennessee. Black
took the snap and passed to Elijah
George. George made an impres-
sive catch just before being sand-
wiched between two Raider de-
fenders. "It was a pretty big,
gamble," said Black. Theplaydidn't
fensive line protected quarterback
OJ. Smith from hungry Bronco
defenders. However, Smith got into
trouble outside the pocket when he
met up with defensive end Erik
Helgeson. Smith was put out of the
gamewith a knee injury. First team
quarterbackPhillronsidedidn'tsuit
up for the game and Tennessee was
left to put the ball in the hands of
junior Jeff Taylor. The quarter
ended with Boise State on top 3-0.
2nd quarter: Just into the period
junior Mall Crews booted in a 29-
yard field goal for Tennessee and
tiedthegameat3. Virden delivered
outstanding passes to receivers
Terry Heffner, Larry Stayner, and
Mike Wilson. Unfortunately, the
receptions added up to very little as
the Broncos were unable to sustain
a scoring drive. Tailback Joe
Campbell racked up 31 yards on
consecutive up-the-middle carries.
The Raiders were unable to produce
points and gave the ball back to
BSU, setting up the Broncos' next
scoring drive. Behind the arm of
quarterback Mike V irden the
Broncos marched 85 yards in 12
exeptional plays. Receiver Sheldon
Forehand put six on the board for
Boise State on an eight-yard recep-
tion. Black's PAT was good and
In last weekend's division
quarterfinal contest, the Broncos
fought off the number one ranked
Blue Raiders of Middle Tennessee
State in a 20-13 win that catapulted
Boise State into the l-AA semifi-
nals. The Broncos came out onto
the field loose and ready to play. "It
was like we went out there to throw
a big party out on the blue," said
senior defensive end Erik Helgeson
about the Broncos attitude going
into the game.
1st quarter: The Broncos charged
out of the locker room, fire in their
eyes. Kicker Mike Black provided
.Boise State with three early points
on a 4o-yard field goal. Excellent
blocking by the Blue Raiders' of-
Macho studs
Then there are those critic types.
You know the sort. They're the old
high school football studs. The
,ones who never backed the Broncos
and never will. They relish in the
faux pas of the Broncos and their
skin crawls in moments of perfec-
tion. They are the MACHO (and I
use the word in its most gruesomly
negative form) STUDS (beer-bel-
lies a saggin') whose egos more
than fill the crock. They can do
anything better than the next guy.
Well, boys, you're more than wel-
come to put on the pads this spring
and show us what you're made of.
It's these people who never be-
lieved. Pessies all of them. They
never believed the Broncos were
good enough. They credited some
of the Broncos' big wins to mere
luck. They overlooked the talent
that has delivered the Broncos to
greatness. The scags never thought
coach Hall and company would pull
off a winning season. Now were in
the semi-finals.
Well, all you pesky mue msoe-
lievers, look at the Broncos now.
Take a good look at them. They
have what it takes. They are cham-
pions. They've hung on toadream
and they've busted their butts to
make it come true.
So, cynics. What do you have 1.9
say now? .Or have you been .left
speechless after the good 01' Broncs
beat the slop out of number one
ranked Tennessee? The Broncos
are now in the semi-finals. They're
on their way! So, all you dumb-
founded doubters, I'm going to skip
the part where I say "I told you so"
but there is one other ling ...
EAT MY SHORTS!!
f1ge);Jlrj
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Alternate Mobility Adventure
Seekers rollover Broncos
sports programs atBoise State. Their
opponents were the Bullets, Idaho's
only wheelchair basketball team,
which is sponsored by the BSU Al-
ternate Mobility Adventure Seekers
program. The Bullets took off to an
early lead thanks to precision
shooting by Greg Proctor and air
balls by Broncos Roland Smith and
Craig Spjute. The halftime score was
26 to 8 but 20 points were mysteri-
ously added to the Broncos' score,
giving them a two point advantage at
the start of the second half.
A behind the back hook shot by
James McNorton and a three-pointer
by former running back Fred Goode
."By Nancy Ertter
..,1 Special to The University
News
Bronco alumni, including Ricky
Smith and Mike Hazel, took to
wheelchairs on Nov. 14 during an
event to raise funds for wheelchair
Doyour
wash on
weekdQY$
andwe'n
let you
·wateh
the soap.
Everyweekday, while your
clothes are spinning and
tumbling In our Maytags, you
can plop yourself down on a
comfy couch and watch the .
daytlme soaps on our BIg-
SCreenTV! Evenings and
weekends feature movles,
sports and top shows,too.
"--:'
4516 OVERLAND RD
(NEXT TO VIDEO MEMORIES)
383·WASH
kept things exciting and the aowd
went wild when a technical was
called on the Broncos for having six
playersont he floor (although Amell
Jones claimed he "was on his way
out"). Rich Blythe had a chance to
tie the game up with 1:20 left until
he was called for "walking" (liter-
ally). The Bullets went on to win 48
to 45.
Rich Blythe never thought he'd be
in a game where he was high scorer
with 8 points and said the Broncos
lost because referees Tanoka Beard
and Archie Wright were "terrible."
He added that "the Bullets obvi-
ously take pride in what they do.
PARK
COIN LAUNDRY
1512 N.13TH
HYDE PARK
18 standard GEWashers
11 large Dryers
fll§
1·251b and 1- 50lb
Heavy duty washers
CAR YAC AVAILABLEI
EREE PARKING IN BACK
This proves that even handicapped
people can excel in athletics." Fred
Goode agreed. "I tell you what; this
is tough. To try to shot, roll and stay
under control is almost impossible,
but it was fun."
Boise State sophomore Brady
Hammon,a paraplegic, says wheel-
chair basketball hasmade college a
lot more fun.
"That's the reason I cam to Boise
State. To play ball," Hammon said.
Proceeds from the game will help
the Bullets travel to a regional tour-
nament in Ogden, Utah in Decem-
ber.-------Em
SPORTS SHORTS
I
UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch
ADOPTION
~ SERVICES
Free Counseling
Choice of Adoptive Parents
342-6805
1416 W. Franklin Street, Boise
aI .. rvloea ~fld.nllal
Overland-Oil- Express
15 Min LUBE*OIL*FILTER
* Tune-ups * Transmission Service
* Engine Repair * Ale Service
OWNER: JohnJones
4201 Overland Rd.
Boise, 10 83705
(208) 344-5077
:BUSTElis-----~-------------WEDNESDAYS
All YOU can eat
Spaghetti
$3.95
NOW TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU.
.1326Broadway 677 Overland
345-5688
Idaho loses to Georgia
Southern
The Vandals lost a heartbreaker to
the Georgia Southern Eagles at
Paulson Stadium in Statesboro,
Georgia on Saturday. With 2:27 left
toplay in the game Vandal tight end
Scott Dahlquist fumbled, enabling
the Eagles to hold on to their one
point lead.
The Eagles won 28-27, advancing
to the NCAA l-AAsemifinals. They
will host Central Florida next week.
Nevada beats Furman
The Wolf Pack managed to over-
come a 15 point deficit and win in
the last 10 minutes of their
quarterfinal game against the
Furman Paladins. Nevada came
back from 28-13 in the fourth quar- .
ter to beat Furman 42-35.
The Wolf Pack will play Boise
State in Reno next week in the
NCAA l-AA semifinals.
Celtics lose to 76ers
The Boston Celtics, ranked first in
the Eastern Conference Atlantic
Division, lost to the Philadelphia
76ers, ranked second in the same
division. Larry Bird had one 3-
pointer and nine assists.
Suns go down to Lakers
Magic Johnson's 127th career
triple-double helped the Lakers
beat Phoenix in their sixth straight
victory. The Lakers are ranked
third in the Pacific Division of the
Western Conference and the Suns
are ranked fourth in the same
confernce.
-------~
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: STUDENTS WITH :
: WORKSTUDY AWARDS:
• JOBS ARE AVAILABLEI •• •
• CLERICAL, MANUAL, :
: MISC. JOBS! •
• CONTACT THE STUDENT.
: EMPLOYMENT OFFICE :
• A-124,8 A.M.-S P.M. •
• MONDAY-FRIDAY •• •...........~.....
.HUMANITARIAN
REFERRAL GRANTS
I $100.00 - $100,000.00 I '
.. NO CREDIT CHECKS
"NO COLlATERAL .
"NEVER NEED TO REPAY!
20% must be donated to charity
With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh" computers, meeting the challenges of
college life just got a whole lot easier. Because .
now; everybody can afford a Macintosh.
\lal'int()s!l Ch"sicThe
is our most affordable model yet it
comes with everything you need-
including a hard disk drive. The
__ combines color capabilities
with affordability. And the is
perfect for students who need a computer with
extra power and expandability.
No matter which Macintosh you choose,
you'll have a computer that lightens your work load
without giving you another tough subject to
learn. Every Macintosh computer is easy to set up
and even easier to master. And when you've
learned one program, you're well on your way to
learning them all.That's because thousands of
available programs allwork in the same,consistent
manner. You can even share information with
someone who uses a different type of computer-
thanks to Apple's versatile SuperDrlve~ which
reads from and writes to Macintosh, MS·DOS,OS/2,
and Apple<ln floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for
yourself, and find out how surviving college just got
a whole lot easier.
TheMacintosh ic
For more information please visit the
Business Building
Room 116
1he power to be your best"
j "",
collegiate crossword
@Edward Julius Collegiate CW8709
ACROSS 46 Part of NCAA(abbr.) 12 Brazil resort
47 Distribute. as 13 Banking abbrevl-
1 Disarrange. as hair cards (2 wds.) attcn
5 Given to over- 48 Jesus Inscription 14 Metric measures
'simplification 49 Armed sea mollusks (abbr.)
15 Arrow polson 50 Those present 20 First lady
16 Creatl ng ervnlty 55 Opera solo 24 Oppos1te of ques.
17 Mardi - 56 Ben Hur. e.g. 25 1961 "Best Actress"
18 Asian rats 57 Noticed (2 wds.)
19 "_ Skelter" 58 One way to detennlne 26 Busy
21 Call's partner 50-Across (2 wds.) 27 Hurdy-gurdy (2 wds.)
22 Steal 59 Ending for gllss' 29 TV Tarzan. Ron -
23 Exist . 30 - Sack
24 Harmful snakes DOWN 32 "- a boyl"
28 "Fiddler on the 33 - set ,
Roof" I1lCltchl1lClker 1 Former'cartoon show 35 Cousteau's dOl1lClln
29 Overhead ral1roads {2 wds.) 36 "- Were a Rich
30 Equlne sound 2 Impromptu Man... "
31 Racin9-type wheels 3 Packaging need 39 Card game
32 State abbreviation (2 wds.) 41 As - pin
33 Quartz variety 4 Six-line stanzas 43 Prefix for sphere
34 Table scrap 5 Fencing sword 44 - room .
'.... 35 At an Impasse 6 Ending for pay 46 Go on - (ramble)
37 Tend the garden 7 They have flippers 47 Activists
38 Word employments (2 wds.) 48 "What's - for
40 Toward the stern 8 Jewish elementary me?"
41 Kind schools 50 Part of CPA (abbr.)
42 Brown pigment 9 Sure of being won 51 However. for short
43 --fl (2 wds.) 52 Upsilon's neighbor
44 Respond to 10 "- the Knife" 53 Sea eagle
45 First garden 11 Siouan 54 Curved letter
RNsWEas
,~.
.:~ The Qulgmans wond8red If'NBc, ABC or CBSh8d any d8llr. to do • prime time
8I1Imated lItCOm·o
===-~rl
HELP WANTED. [~
NO GIMMICKS-EXTRA IN-
COME NOWI ENVELOPE
STUFFING-$600-$800 every
week-Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc., P.O.
Box #680084, Orlando, FL
32868.
MAVERIK-AII shifts available.
Contact Kathy or Jean.
344-6131.
Looking for a fraternity, so-
rority or student organization
that would like to earn $500-
$1000 for a one week on-cam-
pus marketing project. Must be
organized and hard working.
CallCynthia or Jeanine at (800)
592-2121 ext. 120.
NOODLES by the mall needs
you. All shifts and hours avail-
able. 134 N. Milwalkee.
NANNIES
1-800-663-6128
East Coast. Airfare paid.
Classic Nannies (1974) Ltd.
HELP WANTED or TRAVEL
Christmas, Spring break, Sum-
mer TRAVEL FREE. AirCouri-
ers neededandcruiseship jobs.
Call 1-805-682-7555 ext. F-
1434.
ASSEMBLER! earn as much
as$980.00weeklyworking part!
full-time for our Company at
home easy work anyone 0can
do. Call amazing Recorded
Message 1-212-978-3440024
hrs.
Read Books for pay-$45,000
Iler Annual Income potential.
Call for amazing details 24 hrs.
1-212-978-3835.
$CHRISTMAS MONEY$
$500.00 per week average
through the Christmas season.
Sell subscriptions to Christmas
tree retailers(in person). 10
minutepresentation. $10.00per
sale.Call now. 1-801-263-1376.
AMUSEMENT PARKS,
Holiday Resorts. Disneyland,
6 Flags, are hiring. Great fun
and get paid tool Reserve po-
sitionbycalling 1-805-682-7555
ext. K-1364.--Largest Ubra" of Intormlt/on In U.S. -• II/fsub/8CIS
Order catalog Today with Vlsa/MC or COD
~ .-861-8222
~ InCllll.(213)4n-8228
Or, rush $2.00 to: RIIIIrch InIormItIon
11322 Idaho Ave. ~A, Los Angeles, CA llOO25
Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men· Women. Summerl
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
!TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean.
Hawaii. Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOWI Callrefundable.
1-206-736-0775. Ext•.H!N
~'7 ~7'~7 ~7'-7 '-7 ~'7Y~_Y Y
EXTRACA$H
WIllI. PUSHIfAPIN.
o Put up postell wIII1 appllcallon forms b'
VISA. MastelCanl and 0 oIher national
credit canis III ca•• And earn up to
$2b' each ftIIIIOIII8. Il'IlIIat easy.
call
1.... 1037Ed. 75
The ~n1vers1ty News
s.':,::;:;":;:.~:';::;:~"$:·w..m.~~s:~~~M
SCHOLARSHIPS I
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOW-
SHIPS, GRANTS, ED'S SER-
VICES BOX3006BOSTON,MA
02130
,.~
FOR SALE ~
FOR SALE
1959 Ford, Runs, Restorable.
asking $500. Call 342-8593
WANTED
A reserve parking permit in the
Administration Building parking
lot or the "SOC" parking by the
Math/Geology Building. Please
call 362-1856 eves.
The pamphlet "Fishing In-
dustry In Alaska." Author has
6 years experience in the In-
dustry. Get the inside story
before you leapl Send $6.00
plus $.95 postage and handling
to Far North Research, Box
16044, Boise, Idaho 83715.
M.O.only.
Be a part of a new and
Inovatlve project if you are in-
terested in communication and!
or environmentalismcometothe
meeting Tuesday, December 4
at 5:15 p.rn, in the communica-
tion department Iibrary.(First
floor in the communicationbldg.
across from the library parking
lot. See ou there I .
The University News
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BY JOYCE JILLSON .
Saturday morning; these are also
good times to work on papers.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22). This is a
great week to keep fit (hike to class
whenever possible), dress imagIna-
tively, ask for first dates, and take a
few minutes out for entertainment.
On Monday and Tuesday listen
closely to criticism .that accompanies
returned work. Wednesday and
Thursday, the moon is in your sign,
boosting energy and charisma. This
is the time to approach new
friendships and try out creative
ideas. Friday is excellent for
repairing possessions and shopping
for the holidays. The most fun
Saturday is at home. Sunday
evening is perfect for getting better
acquainted; call a new friend.
VIRGO (Aug. 23· Sept. 22). The
first of the week is good for meet-
ings. As the holidays draw near,
you're drawn to solitary study and
social life takes low priority. The
weekend moon is in your sign, so
plan to have a little fun. Avoid a
confrontation with authority figures
Friday afternoon. The evening is
delightful for first dates, movies or
.sports events. Saturday evening is
great for getting out too; accept one
of the several invitations that come
your way. Sunday is good for
holiday shopping - you'll think of
something special for dad. It's
difficult to keep to a budget when
you want to do so much for those
you love.
UBRfI (Sept. 23- Oct. 23). Pay
close attention to business as the
week begins. There'll be plenty of
social action after Wednesday,
when just returning phone calls can
take more time away from end-of-
term preparations than you can
spare. Group study is the ticket for
you. Or let that Gemini who's been
pursuing you help with language
studies. Romance is all around, but
at the moment you're very busy
with friendships and obligations to
organizations. Friday and Saturday
are low energy days. It'll be noisy at
your house, so you may find the
library easier for study. Plan for next
Sunday to be your most social time.
of the weekend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24·Nov. 21).
Monday and Tuesday are great for
legal studies and consultations wilh
those who have career advice for
you. A mentor may come to you this
term, as Jupiter is favoring your luck
with teachers and older people who
can help clear your path to success.
Leadership is important on Wednes-
day and Thursday; a group or class
needs your organizational skills.
Trouble with a landlord or house
supervisor on Thursday afternoon is
due to your personal charisma.
Friday night is party time. Approach
matters with confidence Saturday
night. Study next Sunday.
SflGlnflRIUS (Nov. 22·Dec. 21).
Old friends introduce you to new
ways of thinking and seeing. You
delve more deeply into subjects that
always have been of interest,
getting a new perspective on a
period of history, for example. There
is some red tape to handle on
Monday and Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday are exciting, stimulat-
ing. You're planning for the future,
and whether it's traveling abroad or
joining a multinational corporation,
you're excited about growing and
changing. Friday is good for
shopping for holiday gifts and
picking up tickets. Wait until Sunday
to join the gang for lighthearted fun.
CflPRICOR" (Dec. 22~an. 19).
With Mercury in your sign, a little
year-end nervousness is normal. On
Monday and Tuesday, get a Virgo to
help you prepare for tests. An "ex·
may return to your life now, or over
After the full moon weekend,
Monday is a little cr mky and
Tuesday a little depressln~, but
don't be deceived into thinking
Jupiter on Wednesday. Fire
signs-Aries, Leo and Sagit-
tarius- are so peppy that they ,
may become a bit overbearing.
On Thursday, the moon's conjunc-
tion with Jupiter gives all signs a
boost; it's easy to look good on
such mornings.
A conservative tone returns on
Friday with the Virgo moon's
square to Mars; the evening will
be delightful, but you musn't be
pushy with authoritarian egos
around midday. The final quarter
of the moon coincides with
finishing up projects before the
holidays. Next Saturday and
Sunday are distinguished only by
exceptional work vibrations. Plan
to study.. .
flRlES (March 21-April19). As a
fire sign, you're full of ginger. This
is a fine time to take on others in
debates or sports competitions.
For best results, work alone in
preparing gor such matches. The
midweek is a peak energy time for
you. Be considerate of those with
different planetary placements.
The best days to settle down to
business are Monday and
Tuesday- a problem you
discover will require patient effort
to slove- and Friday, when .
concentration is excellent. Help is
available Sunday, and if you
haven't offened sensitive Virgo
friends, you're In good shape.
TflURUS (April 20-May20).
Critical comments from those in
the know can clear up a whole
term's confusion on Monday, so
listen up. The evening may bring a
surprise long-distance call. Hash
out tough questions with advisers
and lovers on Tuesday. Holding
study groups at home Tuesday
and Wednesday is fine use of the
energies around you. Friday
evening is lovely for all kinds of
chats and for planning the
holidays. A group of your favorite
friends who share your major will
make the best gathering this
weekend, rather than just goofing
off with the social crowd. Save
money on Sunday by doing as
much repair of equipment and
clothing yourself as possible.
GEMI"I ( May 21 June 21).
Unpaid debts come due on
Monday. On Tuesday the moon is
right for housecleaning. Join a
study group Wednesday, or let
your roommate help with difficult
subjects. Someone you meet
midweek could become an
important new friend. There's no
end to the exciting gossip; each
time the phone rings the news is
interesting. You're more subject to
distraction now than at other
times, so don't get so busy that
you fall behind in studies. Let the
barbs of a jealous female fly by on
Friday. Do clean up work on
assignments Saturday, because
onSunday the moon is In Libra
and yOU'll want to have fun.
CfI"CER (June 22~uly 22).
Listen carefully to the advice of
professors on Monday. Tutoring
may be the best way to learn this
week, especially on Tuesday. A
difficult lover or roommate must be
dealt with Tuesday evening; be as
faIr and unemotional as pOssible.
Many of you are having trouble
with your weight now. Wednesday
and Thursday are the most
tempting times; you might feel like
splurging. It's easier from Friday
on, when you have losts of
running around to keep you busy.
Write home on Friday evening or
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the holidays, and a chat with this
person will teach you a great
deal about yourself. An old
wrong can be righted by
Wednesday. A friend who
intervenes in your relationships
must be put straight on Thurs-
day. Explain gently that you must
run your own social life. Get off
campus Friday evening, if
possible, or plan to lose yourself
in a book or movie. If you're
feeling under par, it may be a
simple case of overwork.
AQUflRIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18).
Monday and Tuesday are superb
workdays for the true scholars
among you. Wednesday and
Thursday are partnership days;
you'll want to hang out with a
roommate or expert in your field,
picking up tips. On Wednesday,
a lucky meeting with a Leo could
result in getting exactly the book
or piece of information you need
to finish the job at hand. Jeal-
ousy from a male might mar your
evening Thursday, but this is a
sign of how popular and promi-
nent you are. Friday evening will
be the best research day in quite
a few weeks. Saturday is ideal
for cramming for tests. You'll
hear from friends with enticing
invitations next Sunday.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20). It's
easy to get to places on time
Monday, because friends roll you
out of bed and force you out into
the world. On Tuesday, help a
person whose confidence is low.
Wednesday and Thursday are
your best days for handling
administrators and working on
assigned tasks. Take some time
Wednesday evening to get your
wardrobe freshened. A party
Friday evening is delightful.
Saturday also has terrific social
vibrations. A one-to-one visit with
a Virgo can bring quite a change
in your way of seeing things. It's
back to the books next Sunday,
perhaps with the aid of your
roommate.
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Oil from front page
'President Bush written a will?" she
asked. '
Since the beginning of the crisis
speculation as to our reason;s for
being there has centered around the
issues of money and oil. Susane
Donachie, one of the citezens
presentatthevigil,described the U.
S. presence as "imperialist and im-
moraL"
"This is a greedy white man's
war," she said. "We don't need to
go to war to support George Bush
and his Texas oil friends."
Bert Vandercar, a BSU graduate
who works for a local printing com-
pany, cited matters of conscience
\ 'ior his reasons for participating in
the demonstration. "History will
not absolve us," he said, "we will
have to live with the curse of our
silence for the rest of our lives. This
isn't going to be a 'splendid little
war'-it could lead to World War
IlL"
Citizens of all age groups partici-
pated in the gathering. Many par-
ents brought their children. One
elderly participant, Betty Matcek,
is a member of Boise Friends Silent
Meeting (not to be confused with
Boise VaIley Friends Meeting) a
"peace church" associated with the
Quakers. Matcek expressed her
objection to the use of violence in
l1eaIing with political ~blems.
.;; There is an old saying,' she said,
"old men start war and young men
and women die in war."
Vigils will be held every Friday
afternoon at the Capitol building.
On December, 7 a vigil will held at
noon at the Morris Hill Cemetary
Field of Honor.
Blues from front page
"Allow a little time to enjoy other
activities," says Springer, "With the
time compression it's hard, but a lot
of concerts are available this month
and some are free. It's good to take
a break for a while."
Awareness that the change in
schedule after finals may produce a
psychological slump is helpful, plus
taking a day or two to "justcrash'las
MacDonald says. She finds a nice
book, "a novel that's easy to read -
no brain strain," and gives herself
some time to recover.
Then, when holiday preparations
begin, anticipate what could be
stressful situations. Recognize
feelings of sadness, loneliness and
disappointment as normal; accept
yourself and your situation.
Limit time spent with relatives.
"You don't have to be with those
people all day long," says Springer,
"you owe yourself and your family
some time alone." Look at Christ-
mas expectations as wishes, not
goals, and understand they are just
wishes. Develop a support system
- fmd a friend outside of the family
that you can talk to, says Callaghan.
Maintain a fairly consistent
schedule, especially if you have
children, says Springer. She em-
phasizes the importance of nutri-
tion and adequate sleep.
Plan ahead. Use stress reduction
tactics, like staying out of traffic,
maIls and grocery stores at peak
business hours. Bring along a pa-
perback if you anticipate standmg
in line for a while. "Make a list and
stick to it," says MacDonald, "go
with a specific Item and price range
in mind." Avoid that depressing
*•powerlessness.* Abusing substances to blot out
feelings.
* Lack of pleasure - inability to
have pleasure/interest in what usu-
aIly does interest you; can't have
fun.
Some people have none of these
symptoms but develop medical
symptoms the doctor can't find a
cure for. If a doctor does not recog-
nile or treat thedepression, connect
with the counseling center on cam-
pus, says Callaghan.
popcorn," "Go skiing!" says
Callaghan, "no one else is up there!"
If the blues hang on, a full-blown
clinical depression may be setting
in. The foIlowing warning signals
indicate a need to get help: "
* Change in sleep patterns - in-
ability to sleep or sleeping toomuch,
never feeling rested .
* Change in eating habits - eating
too much or too little, excessive
cravings for carbohydrates or
sweets, loss of appetite.
* A sense of hopelessness and
Master Card bill by staying within a
budget
A positive attitude is critical for
coping, and essential for those who
fmd themselves alone for the holi-
days. "Let people know you're
alone, " says CaIIaghan. "Ask to be
asked. Or serve at missions; go
somewhere and give something of
yourself. Break the 'poor me' atti-
tude. If worse comes to worse,
work."
Springer emphasized the impor-
tanceof making new traditions, new
memories. "Get creative with your
options. Have an open house, make That safety thing just
won't go away at BSUTo give or not to give, that is the question
contacting the BSU Student YWCA.
According to Kotewa education
seems to be the key word when it
comes to safety. Education about
where to go or who to call if a crime
has been committed against you,
education about what exactly
qualifies as date or acquaintance
rape, education about crime pre-
vention and education about how
the system works, where its weak-
nesses are and how to improve them
are al1 necessary.
Kotewa said her research showed
that "a lot of the victims are fresh-
men in college," and the profile of
the perpetrator is a white male be-
tween the ages of 18-21 who are
athletes or members of fraternities.
Kotewa has recently completed a
campus needs assessment for
women. Her survey showed that25
percent of the 221 respondents had
had a sexual occurrence not of her
choosing in a one year period dur-
ing 1989-90. Her survey was com-
pleted in May of '90 as part of a
communication practicum. Funds
for this survey were donated by
several campus organizations.
How can students get involved?
Kotewa suggests talking to your
ASBSU senator, writing letters to
the University New to express your
opinion and be willing to be active
in the solution. For more informa-
.tion about the survey contact
Kotewa at 336-9116.
By Robyn Jacobs
The University News
gifts which include keyrings, com-
passes and small knives for under
$5-20
*A Hershey Kiss dispenser for
kisses year round at The Ultimate
Temptation for $16.77
*Victoria's Secret has a heart
shaped glass perfume atomizer for
$20
*Pedersen's self energizing bi-
other whose taste ranges from
Patagonia buntings to Ferrarri sports
cars.
Since we must succumb to the
season of giving here are a few gift
ideas (keep in mind that this is a
limited list; some of these items
might be on sale for only a short
By Hol1y Capps
The University News
Television, radio and newspapers
count down to Christmas in how
many shopping days are left.
,. Shopping mania is characterized
by crowded malls, congested traffic
and no sales clerks in sight.
Not to mention the strain buying
gifts puts on the pocketbook.
But even the Grinch in you will
give in as you remember the gifts of
Christmas Past.
So in the true spirit of Christmas
'!"Present you plan your holiday
shopping excursion.
There are those for whom you will
know in an instant what to buy.
Then there are the family mem-
bers like Aunt Cassandra who al-
ways buys the most unusual,
Christmas gifts for you. Last year it
was a life-size alabaster aardvark
So, who cares about safety?
Nothing has ever happened to me.
Why should I do any thing about it?
Apathy? No way, at least not for a
growing number of students, fac-
ulty and administration at BSU who
want to do something about the lack
of security, lighting and a central-
ized system for security. '
Communication major Diana
Kotewa held a special workshop to
discuss the topic of Campus Safety.
The workshop was a requirement to
complete a new course being taught
in Training and Development, a re-
cent addition to the curriculum, but
the choice of topic was chosen by
Kotewa.
Kotewa said that she chose cam-
pus safetr. because "it's important
to me. I m a woman, I've been
going to school on campus at night
for six years,working on campus
for 5 years and I'm aware of the
incidents that happen on campus
that never get reported."
Kotewa distributed an updated
packet of information on safety.
The packet contained information
on safety issues covered by the
University News. Idaho Statesman
and other media. A film that dis-
cusses date and aquaintance rape
titled Campus Rape was shown and
can be obtained for further use by
period and quite frankly I don't like cycle brakes for $39.99/set
shopping any more than you do): *For the talker, a bright colored
*Beneuonminikeyringnyloncoin Swatch phone on which two can
purses for $4 talk on once, at The Bon ranges
*Designer toothbrush from from $40-60
Maurices for $6 Some hopes for Christmas Future:
*Any sweet-tooth would enjoy a *You'll be rich enough to hire
pound of assorted chocolates from someone to do your Christmas
See's for $8 shopping for you
*Abubble-blowing necklace from *No one else will have the idea to
Jay Jocob's for $6-10 , do their Christmas gift selecting at
*The Limited has Axcess leather the Comstock Leather sale
credit card cases for $10 *You will win big with the Idaho
*Santa suspenders from J.C. Lottery and money will beno object
Penny's for $12 at Christmas
*J.W. Men's Store has selected Or we can real1yhope that the joy
ties and socks, three for $15 of Christmas will be remembered
*How about choosing some nice not for the gifts you might give but
smelling bath soap, sponge, and/or the time spent together remember-
bath salt sets ranging in price from ing what Christmas is all about.
$7-15 from Mervyn's Happy Shopping and to each, and
*Eddie Bauer's has a display of to all a very Merry Christmas.
clothes hamper she picked up in
Tijuana.
Or that special someone in your
Iifewho has anything and everything
1,anyone could possibly want. Ev-
, erything from monogramed dental
floss to gold-plated clothes pins.
And then there is your significant
This Phoenix:: Earth
erosion; others put the trees on fro-
zen lakes and when the spring maw
comes they sink and provide ahabi-
tat for fish.
Anotheroption: Make a giant bird
feeder. Miller says, "Decorate the
tree with cranberries and popcorn.
then When you're through with it
you can add suet and orange slices
and just shove it in a SIlOWbank."
Come spring you can compost it.
Artificial tree.The newer. more
life-like trees are made of a fire
reta:rdantlightweight material called
polyvinyl, says Joseph Sacchetti.
vice president of Aldik Artificial
Flower Company •An artificial tree
can last 10to IS years and can then
be on to schools or cbarilieS.
soil, protects water supplies and
provides a home for birds.
Inside, a cut tree lasts four to 'six
weeks, Miller says. Slice one inch
off the bouom of the trunk so the.
tree will be able to absorb plenty of
tap water. .
,To make certain your tree doesn't
wind up in a landflIl, compost it iri
your own backyiud or find where in
yourcommuriity you can have itput
through a chipper and made into
mulch (be sure to remove tinsel and
other trim). , '
More than 1,000 communities
have tree-recYcling programs, some
sponsored by 10cil1 businesses .. ,
Some' municipalities .use -.old
Christmas trees to vent beach
By Anita Manning problem is that a live tree with roots
COEyright1990, USA TODAY/can weigh 100 pounds or more.
Apple College Information Cate Miller of the National
Network Christmas Tree Association in Mil-
waukee says live trees can survive
"The biggest problem with inside for a week to 10 days if
Christmas is Christmas trees," says properly acclimated. Keep it in a
Darlene Snow, manager of waste garage or shed for a few days before
recycIingprogramsfortheNational bringing it in the house, then again
Solid Waste Management Associa- before planting it Keep the root
tion. ball damp .., , .
The root of the JlfOblem:What Cut tree. Don't chop it yourself.
kind of tree to buyl " Buy one from, a tree farm ••-Tree
Living tree. Anenvironmentalist's farmers plant two or three seedlings
ideal tree has its root ball intaetand foreverytreeharvested,Millersays.
can be' planted. outside after' the Christmas b'eeSoften are grown on
holiday. This\Von:twortifYoulive landnotsuitaJ)JcforotberCIOpS.An
in a desert orwbel'etbegiolJll4 isilcreoftteesproc!ucesthedaifyoxy-
frozen solid by 0riaUDas. 'AnOther needs tor ·18. Ie, stabilizes
I'
